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MAYOR SAMUEL D. FELKER.
(iENTLK.MKN OF HI K ClTV C'(MN('II, :
It seems to me mueli more fitting that a letiriiig mayor,
who from his work in the office and his associations connected
therewith must kno^v more of the needs of a growing city like
ours, shoukl advise us, the uewly elected members of our city
government, than one about to enter upon those duties. Then,
too, one not knowing the limitatious of his own powers or the
environments which will surround him thinks he may accomplish
more for the city's good than he really can.
Still, a few suggestious to you at this time will not, I am
sure, seem out of place.
The perplexing prol)lems of unmicipal government in this
country are as yet unsolved. The best political thinkers of
the day are giving the subject more time and more thought than
ever before. Out of the varied experiences of the many
earnest students of municipal government let us hope the true
solution will come. It will be solved only, in my judgment,
when such municipal government shall be regarded as a great
business corporation and managed upon that basis. It should
have a responsible head directly responsible to the people and
with all the powers commensurate with that responsibility.
Permit me, gentlemen, to criticise somewat our organic
law, and let me assure you that it is with no selfish motive, as
the same cannot be changed during my term of office. The
Imws of llic state recjuire the nuiyor to he at the head of our
police (U'i)artinciit and hold him responsible for the enforcement
of the laws : still our city charter does not give him any voice
(except in an equal division of the council) in the selection of
the marshal or regular police officers.
Public opinion holds hixi responsible for the condition of
our streets, and still he has no voice in the selection of a street
commissioner or his assistants. Me cannot even select the
committees of the council. His hands are tied, and he is in
reality a mere tigure-head. If he is to be held responsible for
the executive department of our cit}" government he should,
subject to your approval, have the appointment of the officers
who are to act with him. Some member of the city council
should, in my judgment, preside over the body, while the mayor
should be in fact, as well as in name, a co-ordinate branch of
the city government and pass upon all measures which come
before him from the council.
As is the custom, I will call your atteutiou to the various
departments and make such suggestions as may occur to me.
The tiuaucial condition is as follows :
LiAi'.iiJTiKs Jam AKv 1. IS'.k;.
Old town notes, S .'54,7;j2 .')()
Sewerage notes, 103,845 00
Highway notes, 1,775 00
Corson claim notes, 2,325 00
Bridge street bridge notes, 4,345 00
East Rochester schoolhouse, 4,.S00 00
Bridge street widening, 1,500 (HI
East Rocheste]' sewer, l.s|)3, SOO 00
jMacadamizing, Ci.'U 00
Bills approved and not paid, 54'.t 5-1
Aniounl hired from water works, 5,000 00
Total indebtedness, not including water bonds, §100,30(3 04
ASSKTS .Iamakv ]. l.S'.M').
Due on .1. B. Stevens' tax list, l-S'Ji, $14,1118 is
Porthind & Rochester K. K. stock, .SOO 00
Cash ou hand, ;'),2;»8 00
Total assets, not including sinlviug fund, $1'.),01C) LS
The city's indebtedness, not including water
bonds, is $141,-2.s;) .sC,
In this indebtedness is included §S, .').")(). -Jlj not included in
the sewerage uotes above.
Sewer bouds to the amount of one hundred and thirty
thousaud dollars, paying three and one-half per cent, interest,
payable simi-aunuall}^ are to be placed npon the market to-day
at par. These bonds are in deuomiuatious to suit all classes of
our people and are an absolutely safe investment, aud pay as
high rate of interest as one can reasonably expect to obtain
from any of our savings banks. It is expected that the whole
amount will 1-e at once taken up. Our floating indebtedness
should be met with loans bearing as low rate of interest as pos-
sible, and when the sewer bonds are taken up we may be able
to place some ou time notes carrying the same rate of interest
as the scAver bonds.
AVe have the following added l»urdens for the ensuing year :
vSix thousand five hundred dollars of sewer bonds payable this
year, four thousand dollars interest on sewer bonds, one thou-
sand dollars East Rochester school-house debt and a loss caused
by reducing the savings bank tax from one to three-fourths of
one per cent, of three thousand dollars, making fourteen IIkhi-
sand live hundred dollars additional mone}' to lie raised. How
shall we meet this additional burden? Either b^' raising the
rate of taxation or by not appropriating as much money. Our
rate of taxation ought not to lie over two per cent., aud if we
keep it at that rate we shall have to reduce the amounts hereto-
fore appropriated for the different departments and practice the
strictest economy.
lIKillWAVS.
(iooil roads are of tlio utmost advantage to evei'v oil}' or
town. Of all the money appropriated non;_- is more needed or
could l)e better used than that appropriated for highways. Too
often tlie mone}' is wasted and at the end of the year we have
notiiing to show for it. The city demands and should have an
iionest day's work, and no one should be hired who is not will-
ing to give it. I would advise the hiring of an expert road
builder to give our street commissioner and committee on roads
his advice as to what is best to be done with our highways, and
that a general plan be made from which we may be able to
work and obtain the best possible results. Such expert should
look over our various ledges and see what stone, if an}', is best
adapted to our streets. <^uite a portion of the money appro-
priated for highwaj's this year shou'd be used in making a per-
manent piece of road which may be an object lesson and inspire
us with renewed activity for better roads. A practical road
builder who understands how to handle men is the demand of
the times, and such a man should be retained permanently by
the city. Another pair of horses should be purchased, and
all additional teams neceesary for this department should be
hired at the same rate that private individuals are now paying.
Ouv highway records should be carefull}' gone over and a re-
surve}^ made so that the city may so far as possible obtain what
belongs to it and that all further encroachments would be
stopped.
SCHOOLS.
Our schools should be brought U[)(jn a i)!ane witii tlie best
schools of the state. We ought to be able to lit for college
without any conditions. The schools should be of such a char-
acter as to invite those in surrounding towns to seek Rochester
as a home in order to educate their children. So far as the
morals of the students are concerned the duties of the teacher
and parents are eoextensive. Too ranch blame should not be
placed upon the teacher. It is certainly the duty of the parent
to know wliei'o the cluld is nl'tt'r school hours and hi whose com-
pany he or she is.
I'l I'.Lic iJi'.iiAin.
The facilities afforded by onr public library should be
greatly iucreased. It should be popularized and made to serve
the iuterests of the common people whose mode and habits of
life have become fixed. A new catalogue should be gotten out
so the people may be able to know the good books the librai-y
contains. For a portion of the da}-, the book cases should hi'
opened to the public. As by a closer acquaintance we are able
to choose ourfi'iends, so by the examination of the books we are
able to select the ones best adapted tf) our wants.
CITY KECORDS,
The city records are scattered all over the city and a por-
tion of them have been destroyed and can never be replaced.
The city clerk should get them all together and be authorized to
codify and index the same, and copy all those where the ink
has faded or the paper worn out, and be instructed to hire what
help is necessary for this purpose. This would save a great
fleal of time in looking up pauper cases, records of highways
and the like, and in the future years will be of inestimable
value. A lire proof vault should be built in the old town hall,
or in connection with one of the school houses, for the safe
keeping of all such records until such time as they shall have a
permanent home.
Our police department has, I am informed, been well man-
aged for the past year. I do not think the force need be in-
creased and would urge that the regular officers do as much of the
work as possible. It is the duty of every officer to see that all
regulations and ordinances of the city council are strictly en-
forced. The great object of a night watch is to guard against
fire and to prevent any breaches of the peace. I should
recommend that police clocks be put in. For the honest officer
il will he :i iiival protection ami the (lisiionest one we do not
want. It is often said tliat it niio'lit become the dnty of the
otficer, in going on his beat, to watch auj' snspicious proceed-
ings and in that case he could not get around at the time set,
which would l)e true and would l)e a valid excuse for his failure
to do so. Also that the thief, knowing when the otlicer is going
on his beat, will take advantage of his absence to make a
break. 1 take this to l)e so whether we have clocks or not and
the time of going around upon the beat may be changed every
night if need be.
i:lecti:i( i.KiUTS.
We have eighty-four electric lights for whick we pay
eighty dollars apiece, or six thousand seven hundred twenty
dollars a year, for street lighting. For the candle power we
get and running only until midnight, it is a good deal to much,
and the council should take sucii action as will result in better
lights at a fair price.
SKWKi; AM) WATKI! W(ll!KS.
In our sewer and water works we have a property costing
over three hundred thousand dollars managed by a committee
of the city council and that committee serving without pay. Is
it just and right or ought we to expect such a committee to
give them the needed care and attention. It is not a matter
that the committee can attend to and call finished but they
nuist have a continuous oversight of the same. Our efficient
sui)eriiitendent hasjiad as much as he can attend to for the
past 3'ear, and, with the new sewer and water connections that
will have to be made, is liable to be more than busy for the
next two or three years. ()urpeo[>le demand that the condi-
tion of our water be at once remedied. This will require
considerable expenditure of money and a good deal of time on
the part of some one to arrive at the best results. I would
most urgently advise that the water works and sewers be placed
in llic htiiids of a commission ; that thev have full charge and
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inniKiuemeiit of the s:uiu' ; :\ii(l that they bo instructed to :it
once investigate and reiiort to tlie council the best method of
iniprovinii' our water supply and the estimated cost of the same.
As soon as the necessary legislation can be obtained there
should be charged annually a small sum for the use of the
sewer. It does not seem fair to charge our farming community
with that from wiiich tliey get no l)enefit either directly or
indirecth'.
CONCH siox.
You have two very important duties to attend to. One is
the selection of the orticers for the ensuing year and the other
is to see that no hasty or unwise legislation is enacted. 1
should recommend that those otilccrs be retained who have
faithfully and impartially performed their duties which, gentle-
men, is for you to determine.
In making your selection your own conscience should alone
dictate your vote. How often we see this and that friend
importuning and urging us to vote for this one or that one
totally unfit for the position, and whom this same so-called
friend would not take into his own employ. The city is entitled
to the best qualified persons to fill its positions of trust. It is
your duty to see that it has them.
In order that we may have no ill-advised or hasty legisla-
tion, we should take time to deliberate and to consider; time to
go among our constituents aud talk with them, for they are as
likely to know as much about the matter under discussion as
we do, and certainly we shall get new ideas which may modify
and perfect our first impressions. Every resolution should take
its regular course. The rules of procedure should not be
suspended unless in case of emergency. When matters of con-
siderable importance are to come before any committee, it
would be wise to give public notice of same in our local papers
so that those citizens who desii'e may have a chance to express
their views and enable the committee to arrive at a more
satisfaritory conclusion.
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I shall I't'ly upon yoii all to make our year's work pleasant
and ai>reeal>le, that the same may redouud to our city's future
and permanent i)rosperity. Do not hestitate to call upon me if
I can be of any assistance to you in the performance of your
duties. If I interpret aright the mandate of the people who
sent me here, it is that our city should be placed upon an
economical tiuancial basis and, with yours and their help, I trust
that the same may be accomplished.
Rocl)est^er Libv Goverr)D)ei)b
As Oi{(..\NizEi) .Iamakv 1st, 18"JG.
Mayor,
IIOX. SAML'EL 1). FKLKER.
Councilmen,
(FUAXK W. COllSOX,
Waku Om: ^ JOHN D FOGG,
(MARVIN r. lU.AlSDELL.
CFliEI) II. CROCKEK,
W'AKi. Two ^ DA\ in M. AMES.
(GEO. W. ROLLINS.
;e.





Wai!1> Fori; } VICTOR E. PAGE,
(jay n. TIUSSEY.
(SIMON AVOLF,
Ward Fivi: > CHAS. F. TRASK.
(fTIAS. W. BICKFORD.
(HAS. S. BARKER,.
Waku Si.\ <!JEDEU1AM MORRILL.
STEPHEN B. SCRUTOX.
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Cit;i (rooernmerif— Confiii ncd
CHAS. W. BIIOWN City Clkuk.
JOHN L. COLT, Tkkasuhki:.
GEOliGE E. COUFIRANE. . . .S*>licit() u
.1AMES B. STEVENS Coi,lkctou of Taxes.
GEORGE I. McDUFFEE, Stuekt Commi-ssioxeu.
LEANDER P. PICKERING, Si i'T. Watei; Wokks axd Seweus.
FRANK B. DREW, Marshal.
EDGxYRM. GATE, Ass\ Mausuae.
FERDINAND SYLVAIN, Xi<;iit Watch.
WINSLOW L. PUGSLEY, Police, Goxic.
THOS. II. GOTTS, Police, East Rochestek.
CHAS. II. PRESCOTT, "
CHAS. W. HOYT, Chief En(;ixeek Fii;e Deft.
JOHN W. THOMPSON Asst. •' " "
GEO. H.AVEBSTER.... " " " "
CHAS. CHISHOLM, •' '' •' "
LOUIS W. RICHARDSON, " " " '•
CHAS. W. HOYT Saxitakv Oeficek.
JOHN S. DANIELS, Overseeii of Poor.
CHAS. BLAZO Crrv Physiciax.
[The last three constitute tlie Board of Health.]





Modenitur, EZIIA I'llAV. Clerk, SIDNEY \^. HAVES.
FllANK AV. CORSON,
Selectmen, <! IIARIIY F. BLAlSDELL,
JOHN I. RANKINS.
AVARD TWO.
Moderator, HENRY M. KELLEY.
Clerk, FRANK P. AVHITEHOUSE,
(HARLAN P. HORN,
selectmen, < JOSEPH MoCLELLAND,
(FRANK SLEEPER.
WARD THREE.
Moderator, GEO. AY. OSliORN,
Clerk, GEO. M. WENTWORTH.
CHAS. A. WATSON,
Selectmen, <! THOS. S. PEASE,
HHIAM S. OSBORN.
WARD FOUR.
Moderator, EDWIN W. STANDLEY.
Clerk, ALBION M. BICKFORD.




Moderator, FRANK I. SMITH,
Clerk, CHAS. A. JELLERSON.
C CLARENCE HOAYARD,
Selectmen, ^ AYILLIAM K KIMBALL,
(CtlAS. W. GERRISII.
WARD SIX.
Moderator, CHAS. E. AYOODWARD.
Clerk, A. IL DURGIN.
CDAVID N. BROCK,




Find lice—The Mayor, Wliitehouse and Trask.
SIhkIp I'rees, Parks (iinj Coiiinioiis—-The ^Mayc^r, Fogg and
Rollins.
PiiJtUr ItiHtnirtloii—The ^Nlayor, ^^'llitehouse and Scruton.
Claims and Acroitnts—Ames and Wolf.
Pahlic Biiihliii(js—Dauie, Hill and Blaisdell.
Poads, Briihjcs and hrains—liickford, ^lorrill and Scruton.
<Se/r(/raije—Barker, AN^olf and Page.
Wa'cr Works—Tra.sk, Corson and Meader.
Fi re Dcpa rtiiicid—Morrill, Blaisdell and [lussey.
>Streef Lif/hts—Dauie, Wolf and Crocker.
Priidinij—Crocker, Rollins and Hill.
Adams and Old Cemeferj/ Funds—Whitehouse, Page and Ames.
Flcrflons and Pctnrns—^Meader, Corson and Bickford.
Bdls In ,S<'c()ihI PcaiUnij and Enrolled Ordinances—Barkei'.
Fogg and Hnsse}'.
On Leijal Ajfairs—The ^[ayor, Whitehonse and Tra.sk.
Pnrrhasinri Committee—The Mayor, Barker and Meader.
Resolutions of Appropriation
PASSED BY THE CITY COUNCIL, 1895.
iJESOLrnox von tite annual APPiiopiirAiioN.
The Fiiiauee Coininittec respectfully re[)ort to the Council
the following sums to be appropriated for the various tlepai't-
ineuts for the ensuiiio' year, and recommend that the same he
voted :
.Schools, including the amount required by law SK's'-'OO 00
Text-books and supplies 1,000 00
Hydrants ;5,850 00
Fire Department :3,000 00
Sidewalks 2,500 00
Salaries 8,500 00
Highways 1 0,800 00
Miscellaneous expenses 2,500 00
Police 2,500 00
Sampson Post, (i. A. P 150 00
East Pochester Reading Poom 150 00
Street Lights (1,200 00
City Poor and Soldiers' Aid 1,000 00
Health Department 225 00
Public Library 1,500 00
County tax 13,325 00
5^69,100 00
The umoiinl (osliiiiated) to l»i' received from the State on
account of savings banks, railroads and insurance funds, is
thouoht to be ample for interest on the outstanding notes of the
city and the State tax ; while the Literary Fund and Dog Li-
censes will increase the sum appropriated foi' schools sufficient
to meet the requirements of the School Department. They
therefoi'e recommend the passage of the following resolution :
Kcnoh-cil blithe ('if;/ ('oinicil of tlip ('it if of RorJiesfer
:
That the sum of sixly-uine thousand one hundred dollars,
including the county tax, shall be raised by taxation, and the
balance, if any, be paid from any money in the treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
R. V. Sweet, ^ Conunittce
C. F. TUASK, OH
CiiAKi.ES S. AViirrEiiorsE, \ FiiKiiicc
kfsolitiox for tiif rfildixc; of jiridge-
strep:t bridge.
Ilcsdlri'd h)/ thp Citi/ Coiniril of the Citji of Rochedor
:
That the sum of three thousand dollars is hereby appropri-
ated for the re-building of the Bridge-street bridge, in accordance
with the recommendation of the Committee on Roads, Bridges
and Drains, to the City Council, April 16th, 1895.
That the said sum of three thousand dollars shall be raised
on note or notes of the city, and shall constitute a portion of the
city debt.
Passed May 7th, IS'.)').
RKSOI.ITIOX TO MACADAMIZE STHKlVrS.
Rcsolri'd liji tJii' ('it;i CoiiiKu'! of tlie Ciff/ of BocJiesfcr
:
That a sum uot exceeding tifteeu buiidred dollars he raised
on uote or notes of the city, for the purpose of macadamizing
some street in the city, under the direction of the Committee on
Roads, Bridges and Drains, or some proper person designated
by them. That said sum of fifteen hundred dollars shall
constitute a portion of the city debt.
Passed .Tune -ith, is'.),").
KESOLUTION TO KNLAR(iE AND REPAIIJ THE
SCHOOL-IK )rSE AT EAST ROCFIP:STER.
7>V It Hcsoliy^iJ bij fliv (Utij (UnnicU of tJte Cit>i of Roflicstcr
:
That the sum of six thousand dollars be, and hereby is
a))propriated, for the purpose of repairing and enlarging the
school-house in East Rochester Village, to be raised as follows :
One-fifth thereof to be assessed the present year, and the
balance thereof to be hired on notes of the city, one-fourth of
the amount with interest to be paid each succeeding year, until
the whole is paid.
Passed June llth, IS'.).').
RESOLUTION APPROPRIATING MONEY TO BRING
THE SEWAGE ACROSS THE COCHECO RIVER.
Re>'oli'ed bi/ the Cit;/ Coniiril of the Cifi/ of Rochester :
That the sum of nine thousand dollars be, and the same is
hereby appropriated, for the purpose of bringing the sewage
from the west side of CocheCo vivdr into the s'ewer system on
(3)
IS
the e:ist side of said river, tlie above sum lo be raised on notes
of the city, and to constitute a portion of the city debt.
Passed .Inne 18th. IS'.l.").
KKSOLITIOX APPROPKIATINC; .MONEY FOK THE
EXTENSION OF THE SEWER SYSTEM AT EAST
POniESTEP.
J'csnlrrd Ji;/ tltc ('if>l (^oimcil of the CUji of Bochpsfcr :
That tlie sum of twenty tiiousand dollars be, and the same
is hereby appropriated, for the extension of the sewer system
at East Rochester, on JNIain, Mill and Front streets and Cocheeo
avenue, the above sum to be hired on notes f)f the city, and to
constitute a portion of the city debt.
Passed .Inne isth, ISOo.
REsoLrriox ro pond the sewer dep/f.
R<'^(>Jr('(} 1)1/ the (Jiff/ CU)inici] of the ('It// of Roclicstcr
:
Sec. 1. That the del-t of the city of Rochester arising
from the construction of the sewer system, and amouutiuo' to
one iiundi'ed and thirty thousand dollars now due and owinji' by
tlie city of Rochester, be and the same hereby is funded. Said
debt shall be known as the city sewer loan.
Skc. '1. Bonds with conpous attached shall be issued for
said loan, which siiall be of uniform date, and of the following
denominations : Forty for one thousand dollars each, SO for
live hundred dollars each, 100 for two hundred dollai's each, 240
for one hundred dollars each, and 120 for fifty dollars each.
Said bonds shall lie luimbered from one to live hundred and
eighty, inclusive, and the first and each succeeding tweuty-nine
numbers shall constitute an nnnual series of the followinu'
li)
fkMioiniiuitioiis : Two for oue thousand dollars each, 4 for live
hundred dollars each, 5 for two hundred dollars each, 12 for one
hundred dollars each, (> for tift}'^ dollars each, and shall be
designated as series one to twenty, inclusive. Said bonds shall
he made payable to the registered holders thereof l)ynaine, with
interest at the rate of three and one-half per cent, per annum,
payable semi-annually, on the tirst days of .lanuai-y and .Inly of
each year, at the otlice of Ihe cit}' treasurer.
8kc. 'A. Said bonds shall be dated on the first day of
•lanuar}', LSIK), and shall all mature and be made payable within
tweut}' years from the date thereof at the city treasurer's otlice,
in the city of Rochester, as follows
:
Series oue, as designated in section two, amounting to
sixty-five hundred dollai's, shall be due and payable in one year
from the date thereof.
Series two in two years from the date thereof.
Series three in three years from the date thereof.
Series four in four years from the date thereof.
Series five in five j^ears from the date thereof.
Series six in six years from the date thereof.
Series seven in seven years from the date thereof.
Series eight in eight j'ears from the date thereof.
Series nine in nine years from the date thereof.
Series ten in ten j^ears from the date thereof.
Series eleven in eleven years from the date thereof.
Series twelve in twelve years from the date thereof.
Series thirteen in thirteen years from the date thereof.
Series fourteen in fourteen j'ears from the date thereof.
Series fifteen in fifteen years from the date thereof.
Series sixteen in sixteen years from the date thereof.
Series seventeen in seventeen years from the date thereof.
Series eighteen in eighteen years from the date thereof.
Series nineteen in nineteen years from the date thereof.
Series twenty in twent}^ years from the date thereof.
Sec. 4. Said bonds shall be signed by the mayor, and
countcrsi^'ued by the treasurer, and shall be under the seal of
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the city, and the coupons attached shall be signed by the
treasurer or his name engraved thereon, and said coupons^shall
be orders upon the city treasurer for the i)nynient of the semi-
annual interest on the day on which the same shall be made
payable.
Sec. .'». The standing committee on linance is hereby
authorized and empowered to carry into effect the provisions of
this resolution, and to advertise for proposals for the purchase
of any part of said issue not taken at their par value, and such
remaining j)ortiou, if any, shall be sold to the highest bidder,
reserving the right to reject any and all bids therefor, and the
proceeds arising from the sale of all of said bonds shall be
applied to the within described indebtedness.
Approved Oct. ;>, l<sii."».
K. \. SwKKT, Mayor.
RESOLl TION FOR EXTKXDINO THE SEWEH SYSIEM
AT EAST KOCHESTEK.
JtesoJred b// Ihe Cihi Coimcil ofllic ('ifi/ of Jioc/te.s/cr :
Skc. 1. That the sum of two thousand tloUars is hereby
appropriated for the purpose of extending the sewers at East
Rochester on Pearl, Grove and Hickey streets, the above sum
to constitute a portion of the city debt.
Sec 2. That the committee on sewerage make all
necessary contracts for the completion of said extension.
Passed Oct. 15th, 18I).").
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KESOLITIOX APPROPRIATIXd MONEY FROM THE
POLICE DEPARFMENT TO THE PURCHASE OF
A LOT FOR SCIIOOL-HOrSE AND FOR THE
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Jicxohu'il bji the Ci/i/ Coinici/ of t lie ('ifi/ of Rorhefitcr
:
That from the surphis money in the city treasury derived
from the police department the sum of one thousand dollars be
set apart toward the purchase of a new school-house lot in the
vicinit}' of Wakefield street, and five hundred dollars Ije appro-
l)riated to the purchase of new books for the public libr'ary.
Passed Nov. .3th, US;).").
RESOLUTION OF APPROPRIATION FOR BRID(;E-
STREET BRIDGE.
licsolcal hji the L'tti/ C'oi'iicil of the Citji of lioehestey :
That for the purpose of completing Bridge-street bridge
there be raised on the note or notes of the city the sum of
thirteen hundred and tifty dollars, the same to constitute a
portion of the city debt.
Passed Nov. 5th, I'S'.).").
RESOLUTION TO MAKE UP THE AMOUNT SHORT
ON SIDEWALK APPROPRIATION.
Rejoiced bi/ the City Council of the City of liochester:
That from the unexpended balance of money collected on
the tax list of 189-1, there be appropriated the sum of $175.90 to
make ii[) tlie deliciency in the ^klewallv (leparlinent for the year
189;").
Passed Dec. 'iCth, IS'.),-).
RESOIvlTIOX OF APPROPRIATION TO IIIK III(;H-
AVAY DEPARTMENT.
JUsolccd 1)11 tlw L'itji ('oiniril of the Citii of lioclieslci :
Tliat the unexpended baUxnee of the taxes collected on the
list of IS'.M, of .$1,'282.6G, be appropriated to the highway
department, towards the deficiency for the year 18'.»r).
Passed Dec. "iGth, 181)5.
a:mendment to chapter xxiii of the general
ordinances of the city of rochester, in
relation to the salary of the collector
of taxes and tjlaie of payment of the
SAME.
lie 11 Ordid lied hi/ llie Cihi Coinicil of the Ciljl of /t'oc/ie.s/er. (f.s
folloirs.
Tiial so much of Chapter XXII of the Cieueral Ordinances
of the city of Rochester as relates to the salary of the collector
of taxes and the time of payment of the same be amended as
follows
;
On page i;i of the General Ordinances as printed in the
year IS'.i;'), Section 1 of Chapter XXI II, in the fifth and sixth
liuys, the folh)wing' words Ije striken out, "and coller-tor of
taxes"; and on page 44, the 14tli line, the words "six liundred-
dollars" be stricken out, and in place thereof insert the follow-
ing, viz :— "shall receive one-half of one per cent, on the first
half of the tax list that is collected and paid in to the city
treasurer, and one and one-half per cent, on the balance of tlie
tax list (after deducting the abatements), when it shall be
collected and paid in."
Passed June 4th, l.S!)5.

AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT OF THE
AS SHOWN BV THE BOOKS OF THE CITY CLERX.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Paid M. II. Pliunmer, for repairs, etc., 8 4 50
Chas. H. Seavey, for lumber, r)4 .'31
C'has. F. March, for gravel roofiug, 1 2'.»
George p]. Variiey, for hay and grain, 221 ol
Noah Willaud, for labor, (5 00
G. W. Foss, for labor, 45
A. I. Hall, for plank, -SI 27
Fd. E. Evans, for labor, 4 20
Geo. W. AVilloughby, for blacksmith won^, .'5 2o
E. G. & E. Wallace, blacksmith work, 1 75
W. F. Wheeler, .S snow plow, GO 00
Allen Tvvombly, for labor, 2 25
Chas. H. Seavey & Co., for lumber, ;)3 60
13. M. Foss, for damage to team, 3 00
John W. Dame, for street signs, 19 75
John H. Loi'd, for blacksmith work, 8 6S
Molt & Morrison, for labor, 2 OO
(4)
•>6
Paid Nouh Willaiid, for labor, 6 75
I. ('usliiii<i- & Son, for 455 pounds straw, 3 07
Courier Pub. Co., proposals for stone work, 2 00
Holt & Morrison, labor and repairs, 21 2'.>
Portlabd & Rochester R. R., freight on lumber, 12 00
.louathan Wentworth, contract. Bridge-street
bridge, 'J 71 90
Geo. A. Walker, for damage to fence by snow
plow, . " 2 00
W. M. Ames, for laying out street, ('> 00
T.^F. Burke, for blacksmith work, 5 15
Chas. Pastes, plow points and labor, 3 35
John W. Dame, for 25 guide boards, 10 25
Deering, Winslow & Co., 4080 feet lumber, '.»8 00
¥. K. Wallace & Co., for supplies, 1 92
M. T. Blaisdell, labor in district No. 32, 9 00
C, W. Bradley, cement, 2 50
John W. Dame, for labor, IH i;»
II. F. Howard, for concreting, new work and
patching, 2.().')1 50
Estate Emerson Furber, land damages on account
new street, IMain street to Cocheco I'iver,
Deering, Winslow & Co., 10,089 feet timber,
Geo. S. Tebbetts, 0,039 feet plank,
Frank II. Berr}', printing proposals,
Portland & Rochester R. R., freight on lumber,
AVylie Wright, land damages on account widening
Jackson street,
John W. Dame, labor on Bridge-street bridge,
A. I. Hall, for plank,
F. E. Wallace & Co., tools and supplies,
John W. Dame, labor. Bridge-street bridge,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Co., sewer
grates, etc.,
Willo\ighby & Palmer, blacksmith w^ork,
113 50
Paid Joseph Westeott c^ Son, iron i)i[)c for liridge
railing, 110
(ieo. E. Greenlleld, for plank. Bridge-street
bridge,
Boston & Maine H. K., freight,
Teagne heirs, land damage, acconnt widening
.lackson street,
Berry & Farriugton, [)laid':,
Ira B. Moore, plow points.
Holt & Morrison, machine labor,
Iioston & Maine E. R., freight,
Henry F. AValker, sprinkling Tebbetts avenue
and Chestnut street, during the fair,
C AV. Fall, elevator and chain for stone crushei',
F. }i. "Wallace & Co., pipe, merchandise, etc.,
Portland & Rochester R. R., freight,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Co., iron posts
and pipe,
Corson & Knox, lUl feet oak,
I. Cashing & Son, hay,
Peter G. Lessard, labor.
F. E. Wallace & Co., merchandise,
(ico. E. (xreendeld, S cords wood for stone
crusher,
Chas. W. Smith, lumber,
Corson & Knox, lumber,
W. M. Ames, services engineering,
G. W. Cobb, oil used in danger lights on strett.
Holt & Morrison, work on stone crusher,
C. ^V. Bradley, cement,
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber,
J. H. Duntley, repairs, etc..
Hinds & Coon, for belt dressuig,
Portland & Rochester R. R., lumber,
Osgood & Hart, frames and covers for sewers,
Geo. S. Tebbetts* lumber.
«0 7i)
2S
Elliult Brothers, brick, 12 DO
E. G. & PL Wallace, macliiue work, lo ;V.)
F. E. Wallace & Co., pipe. 18'.) U
1. Cusliiug & Sou, 1,G1() pouuds hay, 14 O-t
Chas. M. -Baikn^ repairing smoke stack to
crusher, ''> r)0
John H. Lord, blacksmith work, 10 00
Chas. W. Bradley, cemeut, -57 o]
Chas. C. 'i'orr, 1(5 oak sticks, KJ 00
Rochester Fouudry & JMachine Co., sewer grates
aud traps, !'.» 1.')
(ieo. T. ]\rcl)ut¥ee, salary, NOO 00
Geo. T. McDuffee, for freight paid, 1 '.>-2
H. F. Howard, coucretiug Bridge-street bridge
aud patchiug, ols ;;.".
Pay rolls foj district No. 1, Waluut (irove, Tiil :»'.»
;'), East Rochester, 701 71
4, Teu Rod Road, o.'J l.j
5, Chestuut Hills, 15 24
'S, Rochester Village, 4,631 54
10, Rochester Hill, !»2 71
12, New Dover Road, l;52 00
13, Farmiugtou Road, 121 50
15, Hodgdou District, 20 25
IC), Gouic, 512 10
17, Old Dover Road, 48 7G
18, Jeuuess District, 14 25
I'J, J. E. Chesley, 57 'JC
20, Geo. F. Piukham, 32 05
21, Meaderboro' Coruer, 157 05
22, H. W. Peaslee, 57 62
25, Rochester Neck, 12 75
27, Dry Hill. 88 49
28, E. E. Evans, 132 23
2!>, Howard Road, 172 01)
30, Allen TwombJy, 37 25
•2i)
Pay rolls for district No. 31, 2 17
'^ " 32, Adams Coruer, 75 30
" " 33, Hayes Crossiug, .S« 05
'^ " 34, AV. E. Gray, 77 43
Total expenditures,
ruexpendeil balance from 1<S'.)4,
Appropriation,
Appropriation to Bridge-street bridge,
For macadamizing.
Additional appropriation,
In excess, $228 33
COST OF CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE-STREET
BRIDGE.






Iron, nails, spikes, etc..
Freight on lumber.
Total cost, $4,488 82
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Paid -lames M. J.,(X'ke, for wood,
Courier Pub. Co., printing postal cards,
\y . L. Pugsley, for supplies forGonic lockup,
C. W. Sleepe' , for amount paid witness fees,
C. H. Prescott, for wood, etc., delivered East
Rochester station,
L. G, Cooper, repairing stove,
Isaac S. Twombly, whitewashing lockup,
James M. Locke, for w^ood,
W. B. Whitehouse & Co., teams,
Samuel Stringer, for fuel,
I. D. Hodgdon, for Avood,
Courier Pub. Co., printing warrants,
Samuel Stringer, for wood,
A. M. Bickford, printing cards,
(ieo. M. Raukins, teams,
A. AV. Richardson, trucking from East Rochester,
John ^y. Dame, work on police room at East
Rochester,
Courier Pub. Co., printing trustee writs,
.lohn Schlenker, refreshments to lockup,
A. A. Hayes, refreshments to lockup.
Con. Light and Power Co., putting lights in court
room,
S. [L Burnham, refreshments to lockup,
A. !\L Bickford, printing.
Courier Pub. Co., printing postals,
15 UO
31
PaidF. E. Wallace & Co., sperm oil,
Frank H. Berry, printing blanks,
F. E. AVallace & Co.,
Conrier Pub. Co., printing postals,
'• i)rinting,
(;. S. p:iliott, team,
W. A. Abbott, detective work during the fair,
John C. Robbins, 12 police badges,
State Industrial School, board of Walter Pierce
and Lovejoy girl,
F. W. Fifield, letter heads,
John H. Lord, bars for lockup,
A. IM. Bickford, printing cards,
F. E. AVallace A: Co., oil, glass, etc.,
John F. (^uinlan, teams,
Chas. AV. Brown, services as associate justice
police court,
AA^orcester <t (ireeufield, stationerv.
County, of Strafford, bill for 1894,
John AV. Scarff, refreshments to lockup,
Chas. AA^. Bradley, wood to lockup,
AV. L. Pugsley, teams,
Samuel Stringer, wood to lockup,
Boston Branch, ci'ackers, etc., to lockup,
Samuel Burnham, refreshments, to lockup,
A. A. Hayes, "
xVppropriated to public lil)rary,
Frank B. Drew, marshal,
Chas. AA'. Sleeper, "
Edgar M. Catc, assistant marshal,
Ferdinand Sylvain, night watch,
AVinslow L. Pugsle}', police at Gonic,
Isaac H. Tebbetts, police at East Rochester,
Thos. II. Gotts, "































Con. Light & Power Co., lighting,
Stephen D. Wentworth, police judge,
Henry E. Walker, clerk police court.
40 i DS
33
]*ai(l('has. H. Prescott, extra Avork, .s 00
Total expenditui-es, $4,<>00 ;»1
Anmial appropriatiou, S2,500 00
Amount received from costs and fines, 2,030 08
II. F. Walker, clerk, 14 70
So, 144 7S
Unexpended balance, $543 .S7
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Paid (jl. S. l">lli{)tt, team to East Kocbester t'.vicr,
M. H. Pliiminer, for pole straps,
Perry Watsou, for fitting wood,
Con. Light & Power Co., putting lights in II. and
L. house,
Blaisdell Bros., oil and can,
Geo. K. Jacobs, watching at tire,
C. ^y. Iloyt, for freight paid on zincs,
Geo. F. Babb, wood to engine house, Gonic,
W. B. Whitehouse & Co., team,
Dana Wentworth, goods delivered Ilariington
Hose Co.,
M. E. Jones, I cord wood, lifted.
New England Gamewell Co., battery material,
(t. a. tlolmes, lettering sign,
Ed. Rollins, for drawing hose,
A. A. Chase, watching tire,
Chas. II. Woodes, "
John W. Dame, work on hose house, East Koch-
ester,
Theodore Lang, watching lire.
Courier Pub. Co., printing notices (brnsli lires),
John Schlenker, refreshments to Oremen,
James F. Hoyt, watching lire in 181)4,
John F. (^uinlau, teams,
Leopold Salinger, oil cloth and screens,
Thos. Ilastie, watching fire,
Chas. W. Hoyt, cleaning vault,
2
Paid I). W. Grover, work ou fire alarm,
^I. E. Sterett, drawing hose to lire,
IJert \'arney, Avateliiug lire,
P>. L. Canuey,
Henry K. Barues, lireuien'ri coats, snaps and
rings,
Edward Clarlc, syrviees as tirenian, IS'Ji,
F. E. Wallace «fc Co., 1 pair plyers,
W. W. Sinclair, 1 Ijracket lamp,
(ieo. H. Pike, Avati^Iiing fire.
Holt & JMorrisou, iron coupling,
W. F. Hunt, watclung tire,
C. W. Gray, watching tires,
James M. Hartford, "
Rochester Eoundry & Machine Co., labor,
(t. S. Elliott, teams,
A. E. Rollins, watching lire,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
C. Callahan Co., nozzle, pipe straps, etc.,
•C. G. Durgin, team to fire,
VA. Rollins, drawing hose to fire,
E. L. Pike, for use of sleigh,
J. G. Morrill, oil and shovels,
H. C. Hanson, painting and setting glass,
Ed. Rollins, drawing hose to fire,
M. E. Sterett,
.lames T. Hoyt, watching fire,
John F. Nute,
D. W. Grover, "
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Holt & Morrison, labor on hose,
John F. C^uiulan, teams,
Henry P^vans, chair and table,
Henry C. AValker, drawing hose carriage,
J. H. Duutley, repairs,
New England (iamewell Co., battery supplies.
1 2r,
20
l^ii(ll). W. (irovcr, watching fires, i> 36
(,'lias. M. Bailey, repairs aud pails, lo 90
William (i. Bradley, repairing coats, 7.j
Va\. Rollins, drawing men and hose to tii'e, o 50
John Mallou, use of teams to fire, "> 50
Ed. Rollins, drawing hose t(^ lire, 1 00
Isaac B. Allen, watching fire, 2 20
Ed. B. Blaisdell, watching fires, 2 60
Amos Clark, " 2 10
Pay roll Torrent Hose Co., 225 00
" Harrington Hose Co., 247 50
" Hook and Ladder Co., 393 33
" Cocheco Hose Co., 205 00
'' Ela Hose Co., 325 00
" Sturtevant Hose Co., 225 00
'' AVhitehouseHose (Jo., 250 00
Clias. W. floyt, care fire alarm, 40 00
''• services, chief engineer, 50 00
John W. Thompson, assistant engineer, 25 00
Louis M. Richardson, '' 25 00
(ieo. PI AVebster, '^ 25 00
Frank R. Hoj^t, teams to fii-e, (i 50
Z. Dow, watching fires, 2 00
James Roberts, " 2 00
Samuel Stringer, coal to H. and L. h')use, 22 00
J. Frank Reed, services as fireman, 20 00
Boston Branch, goods delivered hose companies, 3 73
John V. Home, watching fires, 2 60
I. S. Howe, teams, (i 25
Consolidated Light & Power Co., .S 58
Total expenditures, $2,434 22
Appropriation, January, ]8;)5 $3,000 00
Vuexpended balance, $565 78
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT.
Vak\ I. I), llodgdoii, foi' cemeut aud wood,
'' oue-balf cord wood,
Cbas. S. Jeimess, for bottomiug 3 chairs,
Pbysicians' return births aud deaths,
C'lergj-meu, return of marriages.
Con. Light & Power Co., 1 lamp,
E. F. Twombly, balance of salary as janitor,
Courier Pub. Co., printing roll calls, etc.,
Chas. AV. Bickford, stamped envelopes,
Sylvester Furbush, work on East Rochester
sewer,
Wilbur L. Duutley, advertising,
Samuel Hobbs, books,
llanscam & McDuffec, 3 tables for ward room,
Harlan P. Home, labor preparing polling place,
F. W. Fitield, printing list of committees,
^' letterheads.
New England Telegraph & Telephone Co.,
Susie F. Brown, work on vital statistics,
I. S, Gushing & Son, wood to Ward Six,
Paul 0. Gray, support water trough, 1894,
Miss H. C. Smith, type writing in Sweet case.
Courier Pub. Co., advertising and printing 500
receipts,
Theophilus D. Pickering, support water trough,
Hammond Type Writer Co., type ribbon,
Stewart, Warren & Co., 4 check books,
Samuel Hobbs & Co., books and pencils, 8 25
4 25
TaulF. W. Fifield, reeeiptiug stump, ."5 UU
Samuel Stringer, coal, 00
W. W. Cushinau, for county comuiissiouers' fees,
AWMitworth case, 41 HO
F. W. FiHeld, letter heads, 4 50
Sidney B. Hayes, return of deaths, 1 80
F. W. Fifield pay roll blanks, ;3 00
(ii-ange Block Co., rent for city oflices, 361 50
JJavid lla^'es, Avood for Ward Five, 1 00
J. Arthur McDuffee, fixing voting place, 1 70
Frank II. Berry, printing city reports, etc,, o'SG (j-s
Chas. W. Uoyt, for witness fees paid, 14 34
Courier Pub. Co., printing, 2 25
F. I. Richards, 1 clock, 4 00
Frank P. Wentworth, insurance on school
property, 1 40 00
Chas. W. Brown, express, etc., paid, 6 58
Samuel Stringer, coal, ' G 00
A. S. Parshley & Sou, insurance, school-houses, 140 00
hose-houses, etc., 78 25
Rodney E. Cross, support water trough, 1894, 3 00
A, M. Bickford, assessors' notice, L 50
A. B. Sparrow, 2 city directories, . 1 50
A. M. Bickford, printing ordinances, 20 75
Chas. S. Whitehouse, services in procuring city
charter in 181)1, 250 00
Hauscam & McDuffee, 1 ollice chair, 5 50
Chas. II. Ilortou, binding assessors' books and
reports, 43 75
F. W. Fifield, letter heads, 2 50
(iideon Beauiloin, assistance in enumerating
school children, G 87
Chas. W. Iloyt, enumeration of school children, 41 05
C. S. Hill, support of water trough, 181)4, 3 00
F. I. Bodge, 1 desk for police court room, IG 55
John W, Dame, lock for ward room, J 00
30
Paid S. J. Weutworth, land rent for [lowder house,
F. I. Richards, for police room.
F. M\ Fitield, printing tax bills,
Courier Pub. Co., printing postal cards,
Isaac 8. Twombly, varnishing 14 chairs,
W. A. Ilauscam, killing 2 dogs,
Edsou C. Eastman, 1 invoice record book,
Hammond Type Writer Co., table and paper,
Ilauscam & IMcDuffee, 1 stool,
Con. Light & Power Co., 1 lamp,
John F. C^uinlan, teams,
Chas. Ct. Jenness, bottoming 3 chairs,
Chas. "NV. Bradley, coal and wood,
F. AV. Fitield, letter heads,
Courier Pub. Co., printing notices to dog owners,
Chas. W. Bickford, stamped envelopes,
I. Dana Ilodgdon, wood.
Con. Light & Power Co.,
Samuel Ilobbs, o collector's books and letter
heading,
H. F. Walker, services auditing collector's book,
Nahum Yeaton, ^
Paul O. Graj^ support water trough, 1S!».>,
Blackbird Pen Co., pens, •"< T.'j
Ilanscam & ]McDuft'ee, chairs for assessors'
room, 17 50
American Architect & Building News Co., '2 5.")
Con. Light & Power Co., 1 lamp, .'iO
A. S. Parshley & Son, insurance, •'»() 2;")
Frauk P. Weutworth, insurance, ;^)7 ")()
Henry F. Walker, auditing collector's books, s 7")
Xahum Yeaton, " ^^ 7.')
Chas. W. Bradley, wood, <S 50
W. IM. Ames, survey and grade Woodman street, ol 00
J. H. Uuntley, padlock, 25
Courier Pub. Co., jackets and certificates, 20 50
.las. F. Foss, support water trough, 1895, 3 GO
40
Paid W. L. Duntlc}', design for Ceiitml scjuare, 100 00
S. J. Wentworth, preparing room for election, 1 00
Worcester & Greenfield, stationery and supplies, 10 7;')
Woodnian-stroet sidewalk, ':V,)2 01)
Chas. W. Hoyt, truant ofHcer, ,">() 00
B. L. Canney, care of hall, election day, 4 00
King 8. Hill, winding town clock, 13 00
Chas. W. Brown, fares and express bills paid, 11 02
Cr. II. Tiltou, care of town clock, 15 00
Samuel Stringer, 1 ton coal, (5 00
A. M. Bickford, printing, 1 50
Isaac S. Twombly, services as janitor, IHfi 00
Total expenditures, $3,0G'.) 0(5
Annual appropriation, $2,500 00
City clerk's fees, licenses, etc., 461 00
Total amount credited to the department, $2,961 60
Overdrawn, $107 46
Salaries of City Officers.
Paid Robert V. Sweet, Mayoi", $200 00
Chas. W. Brown, City Clerk, 650 00
John L. Copp, Treasurer, loO 00
George E. Cociirane, Solicitor, 500 00
J. S. Daniels, Overseer of Poor, 200 00
Chas. Blazo, City Physician, 150 00
• Chas. L. Ward, Health OtHcer, 8 33
Chas. W. Hoyt, '' " 291 Cu
.Tames B. Stevens, balance of salary for IHOl, 150 00
James B. Stevens, on salary for 181)5, 100 00
F. r. Decatur, balance of salary for 1893, 100 00
ASSESSORS.
Paid Henry F. Walker, 237 50
Nahum Yeaton, 150 50
M. H. Wentworth, 1 50 00
WARD CLERKS.
Ward One, Sidney B. Hayes, G 50
Two, Frank P. Whitehouse, G 50
Three, J. S. Allen, 4 00
Three,.!. S. Richardson, 2 50
Four, Albion M. Bickford, 7 00
Five, Chas. A. .Tellerson, G 50




Waid One, Ezra Pray, 3 00
Two, Heury M. Kelley, 3 00
Three, Geo. W. Young, 3 00
Four, Edwin W. Standley, 3 00
P^ive, Frank I. Smith, 3 00
Six, Chas. E. ^Voodward, 8 00
SELECTiAIEN.
Ward One, Moses II. Jacobs, 4 00
Frank W. Corson, 4 Oi)
Harry F. Blaisdell, 4 00
Ward Two, Fred H. Crocker, 4 00
Harlan P. Home, 4 00
.Joseph McClelland, 4 00
Ward Three, Chas. A. Watson, 4 00
J. Arthur McDuffee, 4 00
Thomas S. Pease, 4 00
Ward Four, Richmond Clark, 4 00
Silas ,T. Wentworth, 4 00
Aiu-elle Beaudoin, 4 00
Ward Five, Frank Calef, 4 00
Clarence Howard, 4 00
William K. Kimball, 4 00
Ward Six, Nahum F. Woodman, 4 00
David N. Brock, 4 00
Patrick Keatino-, 4 00
SUPERVISORS OF CHECK LIST.
Nahum L. Berry, 10 00
Arthur N. Brock, 10 00






Paid K. F. Twombly, balance of salary for 181)4,
Total expenditures for salaries,
Appropriation for the year, $3,500 00
Balance from 1894, (! 10
10 00
Health Department.
Paid I. S. Howe,
N^erauas Ilorne, wood delivered Mrs. Hill,
I. D. Hodgdon, one ca&^k lime,
E. A. Hussey, washiug for Thos. jNIalier family,
Chas. "\V. Howe, supplies,
AV. B. Whitehouse & Co., teams,
Albert ^S'ewbiuy, for assistance iu Chas. M.
Home's family during sickness,
A. M. Bickford, printing,
K. S. Grogau, assistance iu Maher family during
sickness,
Tlios. H. Evans, wood delivered I. B. .lenness,
Theodore Metcalf, antitoxine, etc.,
J. S. Daniels, telegrams, etc.,
Geo. D. Nowell, goods delivered C. H. Prescott,
Frank H. Berry, printing health regulations,
Frank H. Berry, printing and binding burial per-
mits,
Everett Parsons, flushing sewers,
Chas. W. Hoyt, burying hog and dog,
John Ellis, flushing sewers at East Rochester,
Frank H. Berry, printing blanks,
James A. Foss, board J, A. Goodwin's family,
Elizabeth Woodes, nursing J, A. Goodwin's family,




FaidJohn F. Quiulan, teams, 11 00
G. H. Spriugfield, milk delivered J. F. GoodwiD, 1 70
I. S. Howe, teams, 17 50
Howe's Pharmacy, supplies,, 2 50
Total expenditures, $232 06
Annual appropriation, $225 00
Anti-toxiue sold, 7 50
232 50
Unexpended balance, $ 44
Sidewalk Department.
Paid Portlaud & Rochester R. R., freight,
F. E. Wallace & Co., iron,
Portland & Rochester R. R., freight,
Rochester Lumber Co., surveyors' stakes,
John C. Jones, 2000 feet plank,
Lewis I). Gumb, stone,
John C. Jones, 4000 feet plank,
John W. Dame, labor,
Elliott Bros., brick,
John F. Quiulan, teams,
John W. Tibbetts, 1052 feet plank,
Elliott Bros., brick,
H. F. Howard, concreting,
W. M. Ames, services as engineer.
Pay rolls for labor.
Total expenditures,
Annual appropriation,
Unexpended balance from 1^94,
Woodman street sidewalk charged to mis-
cellaneous department.
Stone sold.
Appropriation from police department.
Note and Interest Account.
Paid ou note uumber 33, $ 100 00
Interest on note uumber 80, 61 66
'• notes numbers 69, 76 and 106, 53 00
" " 'IT, 9«, 09 and 100, 144 88
" '' 96 and 103, 56 00
on note number 24, 50 00
interest on note number 72, 4 00
110, 9 00
" ^' 88, 10 00
Note number 59 in full, 202 76
Interest ou note number 115, " 40 00
Note number 144 in full, 1,521 83
Note number 110 in full, 226 08
Interest on note number 120 8 00
" notes numbers 87 and 116, 8 00
Note inimber 78 in part, 400 00
91 in part, 25 00
Interest ou notes numbers 50 and 51, 20 00
Notes numbers 120 and 121 in full, 208 91
" 142 and 143 in full, 205 46
72 and 120 m full, 303 26
Note uumber 40 in part, 50 00
33 in part, 100 00
Interest on uote number 5(», 20 00
130, 40 00
Note number 31 in part, 50 00
161 in part, 2,548 33
Interest ou notes uumbers 6(') and 119, 33 00
Note number 191 in part, 500 00
Interest ou note number i;)5, 12 00
'' notes uumbers 101 and 132, 40 00
4S
Paid Note number 31 in full,
Interest on notes numbers 2f) and 28,
'' note number 138,
Note number lO't in full and interest on number
140,
Note number 28 in full,
" 34 in full,
'' 134 in full,
" 24 in part,
" 60 in full,
Interest on note number 12."),
1,
" notes numbers 3)G, 37, AT and 58,
Note number I'Jl in part,
Interest on note number 56,
Note number 114 in part.
Interest on note number 14!),
" notes numbers 17, 21, lol and 21,
Notes numbers 77 and 70 in full,
Note number 30 in part.
Interest on note number (il,
" notes numliers 13 and 14,
" '• 15, 16, 152 and 165,
Note number 78 in part,
Interest on notes numbers 32, 3, 22, 66 and 145,
Note number 124 in full.
Interest on note number 148,
" notes numbers 38, ;5i), (]H and 172,
"• note number 23,
42,
"' notes numbers 60, 76 and 137,
" " 11 and 12,
" note number 157,
" notes numbers 44 and 55,
Note number 123 in full,
" ;>1 in full,
.309 18
49
Paid Interest on note unniber 104,
SEWERAGE DEPARTMENT.
GENERAL COXSTKUC TIOX ACCOUNT.
Paid John Carr, land rent for pipe storasje,
Cr. S. Elliott, teanl^^
S. D. Wentworth, brick,
Clias. H. Seave}', brick,
Chas. E. March, labor,
Dyar P. Hall, 4 feet wood,
E. ^y. Bowditch, eugineerinii',
Jno. Francis & Son, pipe,
Morgan & Booth, balance of contract,
W. B. Whitehonse & Co., team,
Rochester Water Works, amonnt credited to ^for-
gan & Booth for material fnrnished,
Geo. W. Osboru, brick,
Conrier Publishing Co , advertising.
Expense of sewer committee to Boston in 1894,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Co., iron and labor,
Ira B. Moore, merchandise and supplies,
Holt & Morrison, labor,
Chas. M. Bailej^, pails,
Worcester & Greenfield, stationery,
Chas. W. O'Shea, constructing manholes,




Paid pay rolls for labor, S2.J4 o')
W. M. Ames, service's as eugiiieer, 40 00
Fred H. Crocker, masou work, 7 31
Rochester Foundry & Machine Co., nian-h(jle
castings, 10 00
Chas. ^Y. Bradley, cement, li) 04
$330 70
SEWER CONSTRUCTION AT WALLACE'S SHOP.
Paid pay rolls for labor, $185 87
SEWER CONSTRUCTION AT PERKINS, JONES &
COMPANY'S SHOP.
Paid pay rolls for labor, $102 65
SEWER CONSTRUCTION, EAST ROCHESTER.
Paid The Enfjineering Record^ advertisement.
The Engineering yens, ''
The Boston Herald Co., '-
F. H. Berry, printing proposals,
F. H. Berry,
Corson & Knox, lumber,
Boston & Maine R. R.,
Moses E. Sterrett, trucking,
G. S. Elliott, teams,
Rochester Foundry & Machine Co., manhole cast-
ings,
A. W. Richards & Co., lumber,
Rochester Water AVorks, bend and lead,
A. L. Richards, cheese cloth,
F. E. Wallace & Co., on pipe contract,
22 00
Paid Holmes Heed, cutting stone,
Ed. Rolliu?, trucking,
J. O. Hayes, teaming,
Osgood & Hart, traps, frames and covers,
Boston Double Catch Basia .Sewer and House
Ti'ap Co., sewer traps,
Ames & O'Sbea, mason work, etc.,
F. E. Wallace & Co., balance of pipe contract,
Rochester Fouudiy & Machine Co., castings,
C. T. Richardson, teams,
I. S. Howe, teams,
W. M. Ames, services as engineer.
Pay roll for labor,
W. A. Rogers, inspector of brick,
John Walker, contractor, for laying pipe,
E. W. Bowditch, engineer,
J. A. & A. Walker, contract for cement,
P^lliott Eros., contract for brick.
S13,587 19
SEWER CONSTRUCTION—RIVER STREET.
Paid O. P. Hobbs, lumber, $
\'ictor E. Page, trucking,
Warren Foundry & Machine Co., iron pipe,
Norway Plains Company, settlement of land
damages
O. P. Hobbs, lumber,
John W. Dame, labor,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
A. S. Parshley & Son, insurance of men,
F. p]. Wallace & Co., merchandise,
M. E. Sterett, trucking,
Chas. Bisson, for making water connection, as
per agreement, 1 1 74
15 00
Paid F. E. Wallace &. Co., nicrchaudise,
"• ou pipe contract,
C'lias. AV. Bradley, cement,
Rochester Lumber Co., boards,
W. F. Ilersom, constructing manholes,
.1. II. Duntle}', machine work,
Chapman Valve Co., 1 valve,
Elliott Brothers, brick,
F. PL "Wallace & Co., balance of pipe contract,
Daniel Ilussey, repairs on tools,
E. W. Bowditch, engineer.
Pay rolls for labor,
Chas. AV. O'Shea, constructing manholes,
Vi. M. Ames, services as engineer,
44 -20
54
PaitUieo. O. Richards, labor and lumber, 2 0.j
Sumner & Goodwin, pipe, 2r)5 00
AV. G. Bradley, two pair rubber boots, 5 00
F. E. Wallace & Co., supplies, l-s f)?
Henry J. Wilkinson, mason work, 90
Boston & Maine R. R., freight, 78
Cornelius Callahan Co., 500 feet hose, strips
and spanners, 254 50
Courier Publishing Co., printing plumbers' licenses, 7 25
Henry J. Wilkinson, labor, GO
John H, Nutter, land damage, 15 00
Chas. W. Bradley, cement, 13 07
Courier Publishing Co., plumbers' blanks, 1 75
I. P. Pickering, superintendent, ^ 200 00
Pay rolls for labor, 922 85
Amount paid in for sewer connections. $o,8ol CO
Due for sewer connections, 273 14
Due for soil pipe sold, 76 95
$1,747 12
Paid for sewer connections in 1894, 2,119 34
^3,866 40
t,l«l 75
REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR.
To the City Coimnl nfthe City of RorJi ester, JSF. H. :
I herewith submit my annual report of all the transactions
for the past year. Following is a list of those i-eceivino- aid

















Paid Cousolidated Light aud Power Co., $6,4'J'.) ;').")
Unexpeuded balance from 1894, S 808 94
Appropriation, G,200 00
$7,008 94
Uuexpeoded balance, §509 .'j9
HYDRANT SERVICE.
Paid Rochester Water Works, $3,G75 00
Appropriation, $3,850 00
Unexpended balance, $175 00
STATE TAX.
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treasnrer, $8,710 00
Credited to school account, 1,008 84
Credited to note account, 3,687 47
$13,406 31
Received from the State insurance tax, $ 148 50
Railroad tax, 2,347 99
Bank tax, 9,900 98
Literary fund, 1,008 84
$13,406 31
COUNTY TAX.
Paid Geo. D. Nowell, County Treasurer, ^13,331 63
Appropriation, $13,325 00
In excess of appropriation, 6 63
(8)
o8
EAST ROCHESTER READING ROOM.
Paid A. L. Richards, Treasurer, $150 00
App'opriation, SloO 00
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY AND READIN(4 ROOM.
Paid Trustees, §2.000 00
Appropriation, $1,500 00
Appropriated from Police Department, 500 00
$2,000 00
SAMPSON POST, G. .a. R.
Paid E. A Duncan, $150 00
Appropriation, $150 00
Recapitulation of Expenditures.
^liscellaueous department, $8,061) 06
Salaries, 3,243 33
Health department, 232 06
Sidewalk department, 3,186 53
Notes and interest, 34,385 53
Sewerage (construction), 24,903 85
" (maintenance and connections), 1,747 12
Fire department, 2,434 22
Highway department, 17,607 i»8
School department, • 19,881 50
School books and supplies, 1,009 52
Police department, 4,600 91
Street lights, • 6,499 55
County tax, 13,331 63
State tax, «,710 00
Hydrant service, 3,675 00
East Roshester reading room, 150 00
Free public library and reading room, 2,000 00
City poor, ^ 869 53
Soldiers' aid (city), 358 06
Sampson Post, G. A. R., 150 00
East Rochester school-house, ^ 5,978 38
Total, $158,023 82
Dog Depredations.
Paid ou account of ilog depredations :
O. A. Iloyt, I'or travel, 'looking up dog damages,
Harry Hall, for 1 sheep kil'ed,
Mrs. Hannah Gerrish, 2 sheep killed, 1 wounded,
R. F. Seavey, 1 cockerell killed,
T. R. Rollins, burying dog,
C. M. Hart, damage to horse by dog,
Chas. Howard, 2 hens killed,
Chas. W. Brown, amount ovei-paid in l<Si)4,
P^verett Jenness, ducks killed,
School department,
Amount received from dog licenses in lyiM,
S 2 40
Gl
be registered, Dumbered, described and licensed as provided iu
the preceding section."
"Tlie fee for every license for a year shall be two dollars
for a male dog and five dollars for a female dog, and such pro-
portionate sum for licenses for dogs becoming three months of
age after the lirst day of May, as the remaining portion of the
year bears to the snm required for a license for a whole year."
"•Whoever keeps a dog contrary to the provisions of this
chapter shall forfeit fifteen dollars, five dollars of which shall
be paid to the complainant, and ten dollars to the treasurer of
the city or town iu which the dog is ktpt."'
"The assessors shall annually make a list of all dogs
owned or kept in their respective cities or towus on the first day
of April, with the owners or keepers names, and return the same
to the city .or town clerk on or before the first day of May. An
owner or keeper of a dog who refuses to answer or answers
falsely to the assessors, relative to the ownership thereof, shall
be punished by a fine of not less than ten dollars, to be paid in
to the town treasury."
''The mayor of each city and the selectmeu of each town
shall annually, within ten days from the first day of May, issue
a warrant to one or more police officers or constables, directing
them to proceed forthwith either to kill or cause to be killed all
dogs within such city or town not licensed and collared accord-
ing to the provisions of this chapter, and to enter a complaint
against the owners or keepers thereof ; and any person may,
and every police ofiicer and constable shall, kill or cause to be
killed all such dogs, whenever and w^herever found."
"P^very owner or keeper of a dog shall forfeit to any per-
son injured by it double the amount of the damage sustained
by him, to be recovered in an action of tort."
"Any person may kill a dog that suddenly assaults him
while he is peaceably walking or riding without the inclosure of
its owner or keeper ; and any person may kill a dog that is
found out of the inclosure or immediate care of its owner or
keeper, worryiug, wouucUug or killing ueat cattle, shee[), lambs
or other domestio animals."
''Whoever suffers loss by the worrying, maiming or killing
of his sheep, laml)S, fowls or other domestic animals by dogs,
may inform the mayor of the city or one of the selectmen of
the town Avherein the damage Avas done, who shall proceed to
the premises where the damage was done, and determine
whether the same was iutiicted by dogs, and, if so, appraise the
amount thereof, if not exceeding twenty dollars ; if in the opin-
ion of said mayor or selectmen, the amount of said damage
exceeds twenty dollars, he shall appoint two disinterested per-
sons, who, with himself, shall appraise the amount thereof."
Cash Received from Various Sources
AXD CHKniTKn TO M I'^CKLLA N'KOT'S PEPARTMF.NT.
From billiard aocl pool licenses.
Liceuses for temporary inerchauts.
License Hi Henry's Minstrels,
Kickapoo Indian Medicine Co.,
Norris Bros., equine and canine show,
Buffalo Bill's AVild West show.
Interest Portland & Rochester R. R. bonds,
License Wyoming Wild A\'est show.
Merry-go-round,
Gray's Minstrels,
Witness fees, returned by S. Wolf,
City clerk's fees.
*110 00
REPORT OF CITY TREASURER.
To His Honor the Mayor aiul the HonoraJjle Council of the
City of Rochester:
I have the honor to submit herewith the auuu-il report of
the Treasurer of the City of Ixoehester, showing receipts and
disbursements for the year ending Dec. 31, 1895 :
RECEIPTS.
Balance from 1894, S 6,997 25





1894, - 13,640 68
'- 1895, 54,544 38
AVater works, 16,793 00
City clerk's fees, 142 15
Police costs and fines, 2,644 78
Sewer connections, 1,800 00
Notes, 47,544 54
Interest, P. & R. R. R., 48 00
Insurance tax, 148 50
R. R. tax, • 2,347 99
Sav. bank tax, 9,900 98
Literary "fund, 1,008 84
Bonds sold, 1,150 00

















































Balance on hand, $1,1.")2 2S
Keceived licenses for 181)."., 1,131-20
$2,283 48
Paid on account dog- depredations, $ 37 00
Balance on hand, 2,24G 4.S
$2,283 4.S
OLD (JEMETERY CONSERVATION EUND PERPETUA.
Received income, to be expended,on cemetery at large, $15'.) 32-
^' '' lots, 117 00
Carried to emergency fund, 39 00
$315 32
Paid Samuel .lellerson, expended on cemetery at large, $159 32
lots. 111 97
Carried to emergency fund, 39 00
Carried to emergency fund, amount unexpended on 1).
Hanson lot, 5 03
$315 32
.lOIIN L. COPP, Treasurer.
EXPENDED ON LOTS AS EOLLOWS, EOR LABOR,
GRASS SEED AND EERTILIZERS
:
D. Hanson, $12 13
Noah Tebbetts, 14 70
Earrington & ]\IcI)ult'ee, 14 70
(w
Kicbardson & Baruaid,















statement of the Financial Condition of the
City of Rochester Dec. 31st, 1895.
City uotes exchanged for town notes, $ 34,7.'}2 50
Sewerage uotes, 103,845 00
Xotes ou P^ast Rochester sewerage, 800 00
Highway notes, 1,775 00
Notes in settlement of Corson claim, 2,325 00
Notes account Bridge street bridge, 4,345 00
Notes account East Rochester school-
house, 4,-SOO 00
Notes account widening of Bridge street, 1,500 00
Notes account IMacadamiziug on Main
street, G34 00
Bills approved not paid, 594 54
Amount due the Water Works, 4,890 98
SHjO,242 02
ASSETS.
Due on .J. B. Stevens' list of 1895, §14, 91^ is
Portland & Rochester R. R. stock, 800 00
Cash in Treasuier's hands, 4,351 00
$20,0(59 IS
Net indebtedness not including water bonds, $140,174 84
Amount of AVater Bonds,
_
$200,000 00
Sinking fund account water l)ouds, three
notes City of Rochester, 1 1,000 00
KKPORT OF COLLECTOR'S LISTS.
Due on F. L Decatur's list, Jan.
Lst, 1S1),3, LS'.»0 list, $72 71
Paid Treasurer,
Abatements,
F]rror in footiuL!,' list.




Error iu footiuo- list.
Due on F. I. Decatur's list of l.S'.)2,
Jan. 1st, 1895, $G95 45
Add on account of error in footinu', 2 04
Due on Decatur's list of l.SDo, .Ian.
1st, 181)5,










James 15. Stevens' list IH',);").
Polls added since.
Paid treasurer,
Discounts on taxes paid befoi'c
August 1st,
Abatements,
Due December olst, IJSDo,
r hereb}' certify that 1 have examined the accounts of
Chas. W. Brown, city clerk for 1895, and find the same
correctly cast and sustained by proper vouchers, which are now
on file at the city clerk's office.
IIEXRY F. WALKER,
Clerk Com. on P'inance.
Si;5,
REPORT OF THE
Committee on Roads, Bridges and Drains,
To tJtc Iloiionihle Mat/or hikJ (^oiiiicil of the Cif>/ of llorhestcr
:
(ienlleinen :—We have the honor to submit tlie following;
I'eport of the work doue in the Department of Roads, r)ricl<2,es
and Drains during the year ending Dee. olst, l)S9r)
:
Much lias been doue in the way of making permanent
i'mpiovements throughout the entire city, especially in the
mattei' of rebuilding several bridges and culverts in the outside
districts, and also a new bridge across the Cocheco river on
Bridge street. The latter has been completed the past year,
and, in the minds of your conunittee, is a most durable and
substantial structure. It has been built in thorough and con-
scientious manner, and nothing has been omitted that would
contribute to its strength, as well as to its general good appear-
ance. Several things were changed, as regards stone work,
railing and covering, which, although it added to the linal cost,
yet, in the opinion of your committee, they were all more
desirable, and contributed much to the uniform substantial
character of the structure. The several changes in the plans,
which weie the basis of the original estimate of cost, were as
follows ; The extra depth of stone work ou the southerly side,
necessitated b^- the presence of the Avater main which crosses
the river at this point, extending the retaining wall on the east
end of bridge, adjoining the property of the Norway Plains Co.,
substituting an iron railing in the place of a wooden one, cover-
ing the entire surface of bridge with a coating of concrete,
which is highly recommended, and jjositively guaranteed as to
its durability, all of which caused an additional expense, yet,
as has been said, were considered desirable change^;.
During the past year imich has been expended to repair the
sti'eets al)out tlie cit}^ which are continually gettiuo- full of
holes, where our new sewer system has been put in. New
streets have been laid out and built, much grading has been
done throughout the city for sidewalks, many of tlie highways
have been repaired with the road machine, and some have been
entirely rel)uilt. in various outside districts. The holes caused
by making connection witli the main sewer on niany of oui'
sti-eets it has been necessary to fill in or repair, and the enti''e
concrete around Central square has been recoated, and a new-
piece added to the upper end, opposite Hanson street.
The stone-ci-nsher has been changed to a more favorable
location, a new house built for it and a stone elevator purchased,
and the machine has been given a fair trial and found equal to
the emergency. A piece of macadamized road has been built
on Main street, being laid down in a most thorough and careful
manner, and the committee feel no hesitation in recommending
that more of the same kind of a road be built in our city. AVe
would respectfully recommend that several of our muddiest
streets be treated in this manner the coming year. Possibly on
some of our streets macadamizing of a less depth would suffice,
which, of course, could be done at a less expense. But we
would urge the importance of doing well whatever we attempt
to do in this direction, for when a piece of road is once laid
down in this manner, if done properly, it will be kept in repair
for a long time, at very small item of cost. Therefore we
would recommend that considerable stone be purchased this
winter and prepared for the coming spring, as this can be done
much cheaper at this time.
We again recommend the importance of adopting some
definite plan whereby a certain portion of our streets shall be
macadamized each year, and that the council shall determine
what sum shall be appropriated for this purpose. This we
think the most intelligent way to solve the great problem of
producing uniformly good roads, and although no new idea, we
73
would most earnestly commeud it to your careful consideration
at this time.
AVe also recommend that another team be purchased by
the city, as it has been found impossible to do the work with
one team, and much has been expended in hiring outside
teams. We think there is ^Vork sutllcient to keep two teams
busy all of the time, and think this the wisest course to pursue
another spring.
The following is a repoi't, more in detail, of the work done
the past year, as submitted by the Superintendent of Streets :
Built new bridge over Cochecho at Bridge street.
Built new bridges over stream at Cottle's Mill, also put up
new railing along the approaches at both ends.
Built new bridge over brook crossing the highway leading
from the Strafford road to the Reservoir.
Repaired bridge over Salmon Fa:lls River at Little Falls.
Replauked the Walker Bridge, so called.
Built an entirely new bridge over the brook crossing the
back road to Dover, where it passes under the track of the
Boston ,^ Maine R. R.
We have purchased all the material for rebuilding the city's
half of the bridge over the Salmon Falls River at East Roches-
ter, but have deemed it advisable to wait until the river is
frozen over, to put on the bridge, as it can be done at this time
at a much less expense and, also, with less hindrance to travel.
Have rebuilt many of the culverts on highAvays in various
parts of the town.
Have put up about 2,000 feet of new )ailing at approaches
to several of the bridges, and along many of the dangerous
embankments.
Put in new surface sewers on the following named streets :
Main street, 280 feet; Bridge street, 250 feet; Wentworth
street, 180 feet; Factory Court, 150 feet.
Put in new catch basins and connected same Avith the main
sewer in the following places : One near Congregational church
on Main street; five under concrete around Central Square; six
(00)
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under newly macadamized road above the square ; one in Factory
Court ; two on Bridge street ; two on Union street ; one on
Charles street ; one on Knight street ; one on Court leading off
Heaton street.
Put a man-hole over sewer on Wakefield street, at Hanson
street, also one on IMain street at Factory Court and one in
P^ietoiy Court.
STREETS.
Built new\street running from Main street, across old tiot-
ting park, to the Cochecho river.
Built new street leading to Stringer's coal shed, for a dis-
tance of about 180 feet, known as Spruce street.
Built new street running parallel to Spruce street, for about
the same distance, known as Logan street.
Practically rebuilt highway leading from crossing on Boston
& Maine R. R., at Leonard Smith's house, to the Milton road,
thence on the Salmon Falls road to the junction of the Flat
Rock Bridge road.
Repaired with the road machine the following :
Highway leading from the Strafford road, at P^dwin E.
Evans' place, to the Meaderboro road the entire length.
Also highway leading from the Meaderboro road, at .lohu
Rowe's place, to the Ten Rod road for a distance of about one
mile.
Also repaired the highway from the vicinity of Hayes'
Crossing on the Milton load to the line of the town of IMilton.
Also repaired the Chestnut Hills road, from Leonard Smith
road, so called, to the Milton line.
Also repaired the highway leading past Geo. W. Bickford's
on the Blackwater road, for a distance of about two miles.
Also repaired, in a very thorough manner, the highway
leading from the Strafford road, past reservoir, to the Barring-
ton line.
A new concrete crossing has been put in on Hanson street,
near Hotel "NYrisley ; replaced stone crossing on Central Square,
opposite Biu-Dham's Drug 8tore, with conci-ete ; also both eros)^-
iugs at juuctioD of Main street aud Raih'oad Avenue.
New sidewalks have been graded on the following streets :
Tibbets Avenue, 4r)0 feet ; Pine street, r)25 feet; Main street,
425 feet; Leonard street, 475 feet; Front street, ;>75 feet;
King street, 900 feet; Lincoln street, 730 feet; Bridge street,
300 feet; Signal street, 100 feet; Knight street, 150 feet;
School street, 200 feet ; Logan street, 225 feet ; Glendou street,
120 feet.
Also graded new sidewalks at East Rochester, about 1,000
feet.
Also graded a ver}' wide walk from lleatou street, in
around the High School Building, to the junction of IMyrtle
street.
Also graded sidewalk to, and tilled around, the school-
house ou School street.
Also have graded sidewalks for the concrete, about 4,000
feet, ou Charles, Chestnut, Heaton and Woodman streets.
Also put in new stone crossings, with brick center, ou Main
street, near Congregational church, ou Charles street at Wood-
maD street ; also a very long crossing at Gonic, uear Boston &
IMaine R. R. station.
J. MORRILL, ")
JOHN W. DAME, - Committee.
M. H. PLUMMER, )
GEO. T. McDUFFEE,
Superintendent of Streets.
Report of Committee on Public Buildings.
To tJie Hon. Ma>/or (ind Cointcil of the City of Rochester :
Gentleaieu :—The city does Dot owu very mauy buikliugs,
except school buildings, and there has been but very little done
in that line during the past year. As your committee saw (as
they thought) the need of a building for public use, .we under-
took to look up a lot that Ave could recommend as the best lot
to buy for the purpose of building a city hall upon, and, after
spending a considerable time in looking at and talking over the
advantages one lot might have over another, we concluded that
the John McDuffee lot, ou Wakefield street, was the very best
lot for the purpose, everything considered, that could be
obtained in the city. The lot contains about two acres of laud,
ample room for all buildings the city might need for a great
mauy years to come. We obtained the price of the lot and
recommended that the place Jje bought for that purpose, but it
was voted down and lost. As the business of the city increases
of course more I'oom is needed, and during the past season the
clerk was obliged to ask for more rooms, owing to the crowded
condition of the rooms then in use. We are now occupying all
of the second story of the Grange Block, the rent of which is
quite a snug little sum that would go quite a ways towards
paying the interest ou the cost of a uew building. We would,
therefore, again recommend that the John McDuffee lot be
purchased for a city hall lot, and that sometime in the future a
good substantial building be built, one that the tax payers will
not be ashamed of, as they are now, when strangers ask to see
our city hall.
SCHOOL-HOUSES.
Owiug to the crowded condition of the Main-street school
building, it was thought best to erect a new building to talie the
place of that one, and your couimittee spsnt considerable time
in trying to find a suitable lot for that purpose, but with ])ooi-
success, and that was given up for the present.
Then comes the Wakefield-street building, which has out-
lived its usefulness. It was thought by some that a new build-
ing was needed in place of the old one in that vicinity, and your
committee had instructions to see what could be done about a
lot for that purpose. Upon measuring the old lot, we found
there was front enough and the lot was deep enough, but was
very narrow on the back side next to the railroad, but by squar-
ing the lot up on the south side by taking a piece of the Solomon
Evans lot, we could get a nice large lot, and recommended that
the lot be used in that way, but serious objections were brought
up and the matter was dropped.
Later a special committee was appointed to look up a lot
for a Wakefield-street school-house, and they reported juBt the
same as the standing committee, only they were successful in
obtaining a price for Mr. Evans' land, which we think is a pretty
good price for the land, situated as it is, taking not one inch of
land on Wakefield street, making it all back land, and we also
think the land can be bought for less money later on.
EAST ROCHESTER SCHOOL-HOUSE.
On account of the crowded condition of the school-house at
East Rochester, it was voted to build an addition to the old
school building. Mr. Geo. G. Adams, architect, of Lawrence,
Mass., was called on to look the ground over and make a plan
for a new building, which was made, and accepted after waiting
quite a long time for the plans to be made, and specifications
.were made out. The committee advertised for proposals to
build the building above the foundation, as the committee had
already i>ot the foundation put in and the partition walls all'
built, neither were the repairs on old building included in the
bids, as the committee had got that pretty well started. We
received bids from several contractors, but the figures did not
seem to suit the committee, and it was brought up in council
meeting and voted that the committee go on and build the
building, which we have done to the best of our ability, and we
find, as we thought all the way along, that the appropriation
was not enough ; but we liave done some more work than tlie
specifications called for, put into the basement larger windows,
hung with weights and cord, have put a roof over each entrance
and finished theiu like a piazza, painted the old Imilding two
coats of paint instead of one, taken all of the cellar wall
out from under the back side of old building aud replaced it
with iron post, taken out any amount of sand from the old
cellar (which was never all taken out) to make a six and a half
foot cellar, and have graded up around the building.
The building is nearly completed, and can be all finished in
a very short time. The slate blackboards are all set in place,
and the seats are all there ready to put together and set up.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN W. DAME, ] Committee on
J. MORRILL, i Publie Buildings.
Report of City Solicitor.
To the Maijor (did (Joiiiicil oftJic C'it;/ of Rorh ester
:
Oue year ago 1 reported eight cases of equity and actious
at law then pendiug against tlae cit}'. During the past year no
ground has been lost, as I am now able to report the same
number. Some cases have been tried and disposed of without
loss to the city.
The following is the list of cases undisposed of, in all of
which the city appears as defendant
:
The action Vienna and Samuel F. .Jewell against Rochester
is a belated appeal from the award of the county commissioners,
of damages by reason of drainage and tlowage rights taken by
the Rochester Aqueduct and Water Co., and at the time of my
last report the question under plaintiff's bill was whether their
rights to a jury trial had been lost. A decision favorable to
plaintiff's claim was rendered by the court at the law term, and
the open question of damages will be in order for trial at the
coming February term.
Another proceeding in equity against the city is the bill of
the Gonic Manufacturing Co., to restrain the city from pollution
of the waters running through the village of Gonic by sewage.
Arrangements to the mutual satisfaction of all parties have been
made, and the bill will undoubtedly l)e dismissed at the coming
term of court.
A bill in equity brought by Ezekiel Wentworth, to restrain
the city from the further use of the surface sewer in the
neighborhood of Elm Block is upon the docket, but it now
seems improbable that any orders will be asked of the court, as
so
be has brought suit against the city for damages sustained by
reasou of alleged injuries received from defective condition of
the surface sewer. It is expected this action will be tried at the
next term of court.
The two actions mentioned in my report for l<si)-i, one by
the Boston & Maine Railroad aud the other by Sarah and Lovey
McDuffee, being appeals from the award of the council in the
matter of damages awarded for land aud sewer rights taken by
the city, are still in court, but refeired to the county commis-
sioners, and a hearing may be had before the next term of
court.
Another action of like nature has been krought b}^ Charles
F. Trask & Co., which will undoul)tedly be referred to the same
board of commissioners.
The only remaining action against the city is that of Joseph
Bruno, to recover the sum of ^3,000 deposited by him with the
Rochester Loan & Banking Co. in the name of the city, to
insure the fulfillment of his sewer contract.
The action P^lliott Bros, and Western Wheel Scraper Co.
against the city were tried at the last September term of court
resulting in a verdict for the city in each case.
It is a matter of regret that the city appears as defendant
in so many cases, and we regard settlement of just claims the
wisest aud only proper course; but in unjust claims, or those of
doubtful merits, no reason appears why the most vigorous





Report of Trustees of Public Library.
To the City Council of the City of Rochester:
The present condition of the library is most excellent, both
as regards equipment and in respect to the order of conducting
its work. The meagre appropriation for its support, made at
tho beginning of the year, was supplemented, very opportunel3%
by the sum of five hundred dollars voted later by the council.
In addition a most welcome gift of eighty-two dollars and fifty
cents, was received from the company of our town's people
who, last winter, organized themselves into a dramatic club and
presented the drama "Ocean Waif," generously devoting the
entire net receipts to the benefit of the library. The encourage-
ment and advantage of such an undertaking as this last, cannot
be too highly estimated, resulting not alone in the tangible gain
of increased funds, but indicating also the public interest in the
welfare of the library, which interest, by calling attention
thereto, it serves materially to augment.
Tn this connection it is fitting to express thanks to the
many friends and patrons who have donated books and maga-
zines, and it is to be hoped and expected that this liberal spirit
will steadily increase and develop among our citizens.
With these sources of income, conserved by more perfect
economy than hitherto, the outgrowth of experience and com-
pleter systematizing, a prosperous state of things is made
possible.
In building a house much money must be spent in ways
which show but little. The cellar, foundation and framing call
for large outlay with slight visible consequences. So in estab-
lishing an mstitution whose benefits are to be lasting, the
foundations must be broad and deep and the structure firm and
solid. Otherwise, when strain is brought, the edifice weakeus
.S2
and its rickety skeleton must l)e braced and strengthened at a
cost far greater than would hare been involved in thorough
\,-ork at the outset, though the patched-up concern be, even then,
one upon which can be placed no great reliance.
In its earlier stages—as was pointed out in the report of
last year—the constructive process of organization required
large financial outlay, in furnishing, in cataloguing, and in the
thousand and one items involved in the beginning of any con-
siderable enterprise. A certain amount of dissatisfaction was
expressed at that time by a few outside individuals with what
they considered an unnecessarily elaborate method of library
management. These strictures, as is usually the case in the
criticism of new enterprises, proceeded largely from lack of
knowledge of library methods. The trustees, themselves, as-
suming unaccustomed responsibilities, felt a degree of hesitation
as to following too exclusively their own judgment. Under
these circumstances a careful survey of the methods of public
libraries, large and small, in and out of New England, in cities
and country villages, was taken. So far as they were able, the
trustees endeavored to select those features which seemed most
generally successful and which appeared best adapted to the
local needs.
It is pleasant to note that, as the public is becoming better
informed on these matters, the fault-finding (which, strange to
say, was most severely directed toward those piiuciples of our
system which are practically followed everywhere, being the
outgrowth of general experience) is constantly diminishing.
It is not difficult to realize that a library which supplies a thous-
and readers who are, to all intents and purposes, irresponsible
parties, inasmuch as they have no money directly invested in
the property, cannot be run on the same plan as a social library
which furnishes reading to but fifty or sixty individuals Avho
own stock and make annual payments. These bst may prowl
among their books and make their own selection tkerefrom ; but
in the other case the annual destruction of property Avould
prove a serious item.
8;}
Our methods promised well at the outset, and have more
than fulfilled their promises. They are more ett'ective and less
expensive than at the begiuninp;, and may be compared to
machinery, which, having worn off tiie new and the roughness,
does better work at less cost.
Details of the year's doings will be found in the financial
statement and librarian's report. It is worth noting, however,
that xiore than a thousand new volumes have been purchased,
although a portion of these have not arrived from the publishers
and others are not yet upon the shelves. Pearly next year these
will be all in cii'culation or in the I'eference department. In
addition to these, nearly a hundred volumes have been received
as gifts from patrons and friends, exclusive of the usual infiux
of government publications.
Those who criticallv compare the reports of last year and
this will obsei've a somewhat marked falling off in the total
circulation. This is explained when consideration is had of the
circumstance that the first half of last year was affected by the
boom which always attends a new and successful undertaking.
The library was then a novelty and the crowds .fiocked thither.
Later, as was to be anticipated, the unstable patrons dropped
out. As a matter of fact, the proportionate circulation of this
year has been in excess of that during the second half of last
vear, indicating progress rather than retrogression. The whole
history of our circulation has been nothing less than phe-
nomenal.
The reading room and reference department are both being
largeh" utilized by the geuernl public.
A recent vote of the trustees provides tor an increase of
the number of volumes to be kept at the Gonic agency to a total
of two hundred and fifty, the vote to take effect as soon as all
the books purchased during the year shall have been catalogued
and placed in circulation.
In the opinion of the present board it is highly desirable
that the general demand for a pamphlet catalogue should
be speedily complied with, and it is probable that, should the
.S4
amoimt of the city appropiialiou warrant, such a catalogue will
be issued early next year.
Your trustees esteem it a pleasant duty to express their
great satisfaction with the work of IMiss Parshley, who seems
to have developed an especial faculty for the i)Osition of
librarian, which she so successfully tills.
With a large accession of new books, with the older books
iu good condition, because a considerable sum has been spent
in rebinding and care has been taken to keep all volumes
in repaii', with an increasing knowledge among our citizens of
the availability and use of the reference library, Avith an added
sense among the students in our schools of the value to them of
the library's various departments, with greater general apprecia-
tion of the reading room, and with a generous tendency on the
part of many to make donations of books, the outlook for the
coming year is favorable, unless that branch of the public
service which is in some ways the most important of all under
the jurisdiction of the city officials should be crippled by
















Xmnbcr of books "ivon out Mt (ionic, sixteen liundred and
twenty.
Number given out at Kast Rochester, four luinib-ed and
ninety-three.
GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY DURING I.SO.k
Rev. E. M. Chapman '.) vohimes.
'Sirs. Mary Sanborn 1 '••
Wm. W. Louoee 4 ''
]\Irs. Mary Warburton 1 "
B. W. Ball 1
.1. E. McDuffee 1
Mrs. (). F. Foss 1
Mrs. Albert L. Bartlett 2
INIrs. Nellie McDuffee 1
J. A. Beecher, :\I. D •".
A. B. .Sparrow 1 "•
Albert 1). Jones 13
(;. B. Roberts 3
.lohn Ilersom 1 ''
Fred E. AVarren 2 ''
John Young- 3 '•'
INIrs. Jennie Farrington 3 "
Mrs. S. C. Cooper 2 "
Geo. W. Trickey 2
Mi's. J. W. Thompson '>
Joseph ]\I. Hanson 2.S "






'1\ II. Edgerly •"' 1 volumes magazines (unbound).
Miss Sarah C. Home 2 '' ''
J. E. McDuffee ."i
"
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The readiug room is well patronized, the attendance for the
year beino- two thousand and forty.
The reference books are more frequently consulted, and it
seems desirable that the collection be increased.
The following periodicals have been received for the
reading room during 189.')
:











LILLIAN E. PARSHLEY. LiV)rarian.
January 1st, 1890.
Report of the Chief Engineer.
Tn the Men/or (did Cit>/ Coimril, Ci'>/ of Rochester
:
J 11 behalf of the Board of Eugineers, I present the following
report of the fire clepartniGut for the year euding Dec. 31, 1895 :
1 have attended during the year 20 fires, lo of which were
general alarms. The department consists of 5 engineers.
Cochecho Hose Co., No. 1, Torrent Hose Co., No. 2, and
Sturtevant Hose Co., No. 7, have each ten men; Whitehouse
Hose Co., No. o, Harrington Hose Co., No. 4, and Ela Hose
Co., No. 5, have fifteen men each; Resolute Hook and Ladde^"
Co., No. G, has twenty men.
I would respectfully recommend that the city purchase a
new hose wagon for Whitehouse Hose Co., No. 3, a Go foot
extension ladder for Hook and Ladder Co., No. G, and 500 feet
2.3^ inch rubber lined hose.
In my report for the year ending Dec. 31st, 1894, 1 recom-
mended that Sturtevant Hose Co., No. 7, be disbanded and that
a new company be organized and placed somewhere in the
vicinity of Portland street, belie\'iug it to be for the best interest
of the city. I again make the same recommendation. I would
also recommend the purchase of a chemical engine.
We have purchased in the year last pa?sed eighteen emer-
gency extinguishers, four rubber coats, one Callahan nozzle,
have fitted up a room in Hanson-street hose house with table
and carpet for the use of the engineers and firemen, eight water
pails, nine shovels, one blanket, one whip.
(12)
90
The cost of the fire departmeut for the year will be found
in the report of the committee on finance.
In closing my report I will take this opportnnity, in behalf
of the Board of Engineers, to extend our sincere thanks to all
members of the fire department for the promptness with which
they have discharged their respective duties during the past
year. We would also thank the members of the city govern-
ment who have rendered the department any assistance during
the year.
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Report of Clerk of Police Court,
To the Citji Council of the City of Eochester :
1 herewith submit to 3'oiu- honorable body the following re-
port for the year ending Dec. 31, 1805.
There has been entered ou the police court civil docket 31




Cruelty to animals, 3
Larceny, 17
Aggravated assault, .5
Keeping for sale, 37
Keeping beer for sale, 15
Selling spirit, 22
Selling cider, , 4
Selling beer, 10
Keeping beer for sale, second offence, . 15
Keeping for sale, second oft'ence, 7
Stubborn child, 1




Nou support of family, 1
Assault with intent to kill, • 1
Keeping open after 10 o'clock, 4
Selling lottery tickets, 1
(13)
9S
Riding bicycle ou sidewalk,
Exposing glaudered horse,
Selling goods without license,
Using obscene language,
Rude and disorderly conduct.
Breaking and entering, 2
Keeping disorderly house, 1
DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS
Settled,
Report of the City Marshal.
To the Honorable Mayor and Citij Council of the City of
Rochester^ N. H.
:
Geutlemeu :— I herewith submit my report of the police
department for the year ending Dec. olst, 1895 :
The police force consists of the following officers, \iz. :
Frank B. Drew, Marshal.
Edgar M. Gate, Assistant Marshal.
Ferdinand Sylvain, Police Officer.
Winslow L. Pugsley, Gonic, "
Charles H. Prescott, East Rochester, "
Thomas H. Gotts, " "
ARRESTS.









Keeping open Sunday, ^
Cruelty to horse, ^
Selling cider, • ^
Rogue, 1





Did not provide for family.
Selling lotter}' tickets.
Selling beer,
Riding bicycle on sidewalk.
Exposing glandy horse.
Selling goods without license.
Obscene language.
Disorderly conduct,
Keeping open after hours, 4
Not brought before the court, 48
DISPOSED OF AS FOLLOWS:
Settled, 61
Appealed, 81
These cases have all been adjusted up to the Sep-
tember term of court; 21 appealed cases since.
Committed to jail, 29
" county fariu, 10





Ordered to leave town, 2
Defect in warrant, 1
Sentence revoked, 6
Placed on file, * 6
Party allowed to depart by promising to kill glandered
horse, 1
Complainant did not appear, 1
Bound over, 5
Promised to keep the peace, 1
Settled before coming to trial, 1
Discharged without coming before the court, 48
340

Report of the Committee on Water Works,
Dec. 3 1st, 1895.
To the Hon. Mayor cuul Council of the City of Rochester
:
The Committee ou Water Works have the honor to here-
with submit their report of the finances and condition of the
water department for the year ending December 31st, 1895 :
The total receipts of the water works, for water
rates, plumbing, hydrants, etc., was $16,441 23
Expended ou construction account, $625 74
Amount credited to construction, Jan.
1st, 1895, 608 95
Construction account overdrawn, S16 79
Expense of maintenance, $1,681 77
Paid on plumbing account, 1,965 50
Paid interest ou water bonds, 8,000 00
Total expenditures, 3*11,647 27
Net earnings for the year, $4,793 96
Number of sei'vices put in dui'ing the year, 82
Total number of services to date, 1,029
10;^
THERE HAS BEEN LAID SMALL PIPE IN STREETS
AS FOLLOWS:
Cove court, Rochester Village,
Walnut street,
Loo;au "









over, aud the light exchided, the growth would. die out and the
water would be all right. He also reported the water in Round
pou-l to be free from all impurities, aud suitable for domestic
purposes.
Your committee would respectfully recommend that direct
connection be made with Round pond as a source of water
supply for domestic purposes.
Respectfull}' submitted,
CHARLES AY. HOWE, ) Committee
{,
CHARLES E. TRASK, '- on
E. W. CORSON, \ Waterworks.
Receiptsi Expenditures of Water Woris,
FOR THE YKAK ENDING DEC. 31st, l-SDo.
RECEIPTS.
Water rates collected, IS'Jo, Si 0,6(57 77
Additional vrater rates collected, 146 65
Previous bills collected, 463 93
Hydrants, .'5, 675 00
Plumbing bills, 1,469 8«
From pasture, H. grass sold, 19 00
Total receipts, $16,441 23
Recapitulation of Expenditures not including Con-
struction.
Plumbing as per itemized report. Si, 965 50
Maintenance as per itemized report. 1,6<S1 77
Interest on water bonds, 'S,000 00
Total expenditures, Si 1,647 27
Net earnings for the year, S4,793 96
Balance January 1st, 1895, 4,097 02
SB, 890 98
Note city of Rochester dated December 14th, 1895, 4,000 00
Balance not invested, S4,890 98
(U)
Amount of the water bouds, $200,000 00
There has been invested from the earnings of the
water works as follows
:
Note, city of Rochester, dated Aug 1,"J;3, S7,000 00
Note, '' " Dec. 7,"J4, 2,000 00
Note, '' '' Dec. 14, "J5, 4,000 00
Tota.1 amount of sinking fund, $13,000 00
AX ITEMIZED ACCOUNT OF THE EXPENDriTRES
OF THE WATER AVORKS FOR IS'.*;").
rLUMBING ACCOUNT.
Paid Tbos. W. Peuvey, drawing gravel, S 1 <^0
Suijiner, Goodwiu «fc Co., rubber hose, 2 o5
Union Brass Co., stop and waste cocks, 2 00
E. M. Demicli, trudging, 45
S. Wolf & Co., 2 pair mittens, 1 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight, 49 20
I. Dana Hodgdou, wood, 5 75
D'Estee & Seeley Co., sill cocks, etc., 86 75
Union Brass Co., stop and waste cocks, etc., 234 83
Walworth M'f'g Co., 3-4 inch pipe, 575 83
Gilchrist & Taylor, washers, 4 50
Boston & Maine R. R., ,64
Chas. W. Brown, express paid, 75
Union Brass Works, stop and waste cocks, etc., 12 00
Boston Lead M'f'g Co., pipe, 4 41
Boston & Maine R. R., freight, 5 25
The Walworth M'f'g Co., pipe and reducer, 16 94
Sumner & Goodwin, material, 56 11
Sumner & Goodwin, filters, valve, etc., 66 46
Rochester Foundry and Machine Co., machine work, 7 23
Boston & Maine R. R., freight, 2 73
Sumner & Goodwiu, service boxes, -^3 75
J. H. Cunningham, pipe, etc., ^ 07
Boston & Maine R. R,, freight, 4 42
Globe Rubber Works, packing, 10 76
L. G. Cooper, lead .connections, 32^00
.S2
loo
Paid F. S. Pluinmer, cushion,
F. E. Wallace & Co., mevcbandise,
Rochester Lumber Co., boards and posts,
Town of Strafford, tax,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Ira B. Moore & Co., merchandise,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
L. P. Pickering, expenses to Boston,
CofHu ^'alve Co., hydrant,
F. E. Wallace & Co.,
John O. Smart, team,
Howe's Pharmacy, merchandise,
.1. O. Hayes, teams,
Chas. M. Bailey, repairs, etc.,
Daniel Hussey, blacksmith woik,
Worcester & Greenfield, stationery.
Pay rolls for labor,
Le£»,nder P. Pickering, superintendent,





CiiAs. yy. l)i;()"\VN, Ch'ti/ Clcrlx, ill (icrniDif irith the Watpr Works.
Cash on hand .lanuary 1st, 1 «!)."), $ 364 00
AVater rates, 11,068 01
Hydrants, 3,675 00
Plumbing, " 1,655 08
Previous bills collected, 463 93
Additional water services collected, 146 65
From sale of grass and use of pasture, 19 00
Amount paid treasurer.
Amount of abatements,
Water rates not paid,




A legacy left iu trust to the town of Kochester, the income
of which is distributed annually to the poor widows and maiden
ladies of the city of Rochester.
The total amount of the fund at the present time is
$10,500.00.





















fund for the year 1895 are as follows
Eunice Brackett,



























The sum of six dollar:
named perssuas.
Belinda Chamberlain,









CITY OF ROCHESTER, N. H.,
FOR TPIE
YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1895.
UOCHESTEU.N II. :
THE RECORD BOOK AND JOB TRINTIXG ESTABLISHMENT.
1 8 1) G .
(15)
Rochester, N. H., March, 181)").
To the City Council of the City of Rochester
:
By vote of the school board of said city, the following was
adopted as the annual report of said board to the city for the
year ending Dec. 31, 1895, together with the report of the com-
mittee on school finance.
ARTHUR V. SANBORN, Secretary.
SCHOOL BOARD FOR 1895.
J. Fkank Si'iuNG field President.
Artiiir V, Sanbokx Secretary.
Hexry Kimball Supervisor.
Elias F. Smith, Fred W. Crocker,
Willis ]\Ic1)uffee, Forest L. Keay,
Burt Andrews, Dudley B. Waldron.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
(The Supervisor a member of each.)
(Jii Qualijicution Teacherfi—McDuffee, Smith.
0)1 School Finance—Sanborn, Walclrou.
On Health—Andrews, Sanborn.
On Text Books—Springfield, Keay.
On Mask and Draicing—McDuffee, Crocker.
On High School—McDuffee, Springfield.
On Grammar Schools—Keay, Smith.
On Primary Schools—Sanborn, Crocker.
On Uiigraded Schools—Andrews, Waldron.

REPORT.
The school buildings at South Rochester have been re-
shiugled, and the school-house at Adams Corner -whitened and
painted inside, and furnished ^vith whitewood blackboards and
new and suitable seats. This latter is now the best rural school
building we have.
The addition to the East Rochester school-house, which we
hoped would be ready for occupancy at commencement of last
fall term, is still far from completion, and is costing much more
than was anticipated for the reason that its size is larger than
we at first realized. When we take into consideration the fact
that the addition alone is about half the size of our high school
building which cost, exclusive of the lot, $23,000, we shall not,
perhaps, be surprised that there should be expended upon it,
and for alterations in the old part, fully $10,000 when com-
pleted,'Justead of $6,000.
All unnecessary expense, however, has been avoided in its
construction, and although the cost may be in excess of our ex-
pectations we have the consolation of knowing that it is well
arranged and well built (an unusual occurrence with school-
houses) , and that, if completed in accordance with the plans of
the architect, we shall have a school building with the latest ap-
proved methods of heating, ventilation and sanitation. The
plans provide that the rooms shall be heated, in part, by the
admission of out-door air warmed before entering by passing
through coils of hot steam pipe. By this means pure air is-
constantly entering, and impure constantly escaping through the
ventilating flues,
{]
The state of Massachusetts prohibits by law the use of any
other system of heating in the construction of any large school
building. ' •
We have no other school-house in the city heated and
ventilated according to modern approved methods. Even our
high school building, the only other one constructed with any
approach to modern sanitary ideas, has a very faulty sj'stem of
heating and ventilation. It is heated by direct steam alone,
with no arrangements for the admission of fresh air, except
through doors and around windows. Consequently there can be
little circulation or change of the air. It remains nearly
motionless in the room and becoi-nes vitiated by being inhaled
over and over by from forty to fifty pupils. Such an atmos-
phere retards the scholastic progress of pupils b}' dulling their
minds and weakening their energies ; and also endangers the
health of both scholars and teachers.
As a wholewe have a conscientious and competent corps of
teachers. Among the thirty-nine men and women regularly
employed many would be classed as superior, and but few as
not good teachers.
The present principal of the high school is managing it with
rare tact and discretion, and to well nigh the entire satisfaction
of the pupils and their parents. He and his scholars are work-
ing together in unison, and at no time have the pupils mani-
fested a deeper interest, or labored more assiduously in their
.><cliool work than now.
The last entering class numhers fifty-nine, find the school
now enrolls one hundred and twenty-six pupils,—the largest
number in its history.
To meet the enlarged requirements for admission to college,
French has been added to the course, and the study of English
(including Rhetoric and English and American Literature),
heretofore prescribed for two years only, has been extended
throughout the entire course.
This means more dailju-ecitations if good woik is expected.
The French and additional English now necessitates an increase
of four such recitatious, and Iieneo eaeli of the four teivchei's,
iastead of live, as formerly, must now hear six recitations each
clay. This is as much daily Avork as can be expected of
teachers, and as much a- they can perform thoroughly. But
yet, after the commencement of next fall term the French will
occasion another daily recitatiou. Then the membership is so
Uxrge that only very skilful instructors can interest and hold the
attention of the entire fo'ty-nine members of the fourth class
while reciting. It should, therefore, recite in sections. This,
again, would increase the daily recitations of the school. Mrs.
Allen's time is now all consumed by her six recitations, and
hence can have little opportunity to attend to rhetorical
exercises. The interests of the school require that she should
have at least one period tc devote to this purpose. And the
principal should also have one spare period in which to look
after the details of his school and attend to the work he now has
to perform in the school Ituilding after school hours, and often
by lamp-light.
It is plain that the introduction of French and the exten-
sion of the course in English has so increased the work of the
school that another teacher is needed.
The past year has been one of general progress in school
work throughout all grades.
The avei age daily attendance of pupils for the year exceeds
1)2 per cent,—a higher percentage than is reported from most
towns and cities. The watchful care thus manifested by parents,
to keep their children in constant attendance, is gratifying, and
is also one of the many evidences that the elScioncy of, our
school system meets the general approbation of the citizens.
If, however, the schools are not, in all respects, "upon a
plane with the best schools of the state," neither are the school
facilities and expenditures upon that plane. A city superinten-
dent in his report gives what is allowed to be the essential re-
quirements for first class schools as follows :
''Certain material conditions are necessary to give to
grammar schools the standing in the community which they
should eujoy, aud enable the people to come into right relations
with them. Among these conditions are the following : Each
grammar school l)uilding should have a school hall aud withiu
the building should be represented all the grades below the high
school, including the kindergarten, while throughout the city
there should be, as far as possible, one grade, one teacher and
about forty pupils in a room."
As there are in most school systems nine grades below the
high school, exclusive of the kindergarten, this means that each
grammar school building should contain at least ten school-
rooms aud seat not less than four hundred pupils. Of course
it is to be heated and ventilated and its sanitary arrangements
to be of the most approved method, and have a janitor devot-
ing his whole time to its care, keeping the building, in all its
parts, neat and clean and free from all indecent writing or
figures. Such city schools also, in addition to a teacher for
each room, has a well paid principal who supervises and directs
all the work of the building.
We have no school building in which those conditions can
be met. In the East Rochester building we shall have the hall
and accommodations for all grades below the high school, with
one teacher 'in a room. But that village has not sufficient
scholars of any one grade to fill a school room, except, perhaps,
in the lowest primnry. Two of the other grades must be placed
in a room.
At Rochester Village there are enough such scholars in any
of the grades to fill a school room, and in some of the lower
grades to fill several, but thore is no building of sufficient
capacity to accommodate our nine grades with only one of them
in a room, to say nothing of the kindergarten.
Each of the four village grammar grades occupies one
room at the high school building, with one teacher and from
forty to fifty pupils in a room. They are superior schools, aud
if closer supervision is deemed advisable it can be ecouomicall}'
had by placing the much needed fourth assistant in the high
school, so as to give its principal sufficient time to attend to
such supervision.
II
The lower grades ure housed in Umv different school build-
ings, located in as many different portions of the village, with
from one to four rooms in each, heated mostly by stoves, with
no, or very inadequate, means of ventilation, cared for by one
janitor, who attends to the fires and sweeping in all, but who is
not present at an}' of them during school hours to keep the
buildings and their appurtenances in a cleanly condition and
prevent defacement and improper marking upon them.
Such school accommodations are an obstacle to the
progress, and a menace to the health and morals of pupils.
The scholars in these grades need to be concentrated into
properly constructed school buildings, each sufficiently large to
warrant the employment of a janitor who will devote his whole
time to the care of the building and its premises. Owing to the
extent of the territory accommodated by the village schools, it
is not probable that the concentration of these small pupils in
such a building at the center of the village would meet the
approval of the people ; but if one such building could now be
erected to take the place of the small and inadequate school
buildings in either the southerly or northerly portion, and
afterward, as the village increases sufficiently to require it,
another could be built for the accommodation of the other
portion of the village, nearly all of these pupils could be brought
together in suitable buildings at two centers, and in such num-
bers that the city could probably afford to support a supervising
principal in each.
As the growth of the high school deniMided additional
room, the grammar grades might be transferred to these two
buildings and we should have all grades below the high school
represented in each and have school facilities similar to those of
"the best schools in the state."
We would suggest, too, that, when the best schools are
found, special instructors in vocal music and in drawing^ are also




These advantages, however, canuot be held out as au lu-
ducenient to people seeking " Rochester as a home" on account
of its educational facilities when the annual appropriation for
the support of schools is so reduced as to be inadequate to the
needs of the schools.
The financial report submitted herewith, co^•ers the transac-
tions of the year 1895, and the other statistics the year begin-
ning August, 1894 and ending August, 1895.
SCHOOL STATISTICS.
Leugth of school—fall 15, winter 'J, aud spring \-2
weeks ; total ;jG
Number of Aveeks taught by males 174
" " females 1,206
Average expenditure of school money to each scholar. . . $15.77
Average expense of school books and supplies to each
scholar $ .81
Number males in city between 5 and 16, as per repojt of
truant officer 667
Number females in city between 5 and 16, as per report
of truant officer 700
Number of pupils attending to reading. 1,247; spelling,
1,169; penmanship, 1,087; arithmetic, 1,132; geography, 550;
gramma)-, 344; language, 848; United States history, 160;
physiology and hygiene, 806; vocal music, 1,085; book-
keeping, 42; civil government, i) ; English history 19; ancient
history, 27; algebra, 46; geometry 28; astronomy, 9;
chemistry l-S; geology, 26; natural history, 4; physical
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:\Irs. Anna S. Alien.
Sadie C Ames,
Mrs. Lillian B. Xcal.
Mrs. Carolines A. IJcnnc'tt.


















Mrs. Lsahelle G. Kendall^
Angle "SI. Sinclair.
Mabel A. Fo^-o-.
Mrs. Belie IL llill.
Lida Varney,
Bessie M. Jenuess,
Mrs. Ida B. Meader,
Mrs. May E. Brock,
Annie M. Cushiny,
Martha A. Norris.





Mrs. Martha E. Jackson,
Alice M. AVallaee,
Mrs. Lucy E. Berry.
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*Pupil teachers, uopay tirst 12 weeks, $15 each per month
weeks of course.
next 24 weeks, and $20 last 12
14
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FINANCE.
RECEIPTS FOR THE SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS.
Balance from last year, $ 27 34
Amount raised by law, 7,360 00
Extra money raised, 9,540 00
Literary fund, 1.502 41
Dog money, 1,113 28
Tuitions, 1 1 1 00




Paid teachers, ' $15,482 71
Janitors, ' 1^207 85
For fuel, 717 28
Repairs, 520 49
Incidentals, • 1,033 65
Supervision, 700 00
$19,661 9.S
Balance on hand, $ 62
ENLARGEMENT AND REPAIR OF EAST KOCIIESTEK SCHOOL-IIOUSE.
Amount appropriated, $6,000 00
DISBURSEMENTS.
Paid sundry bills, as per items, in 1895, $5,978 38
Balance on hand, Dec. 31, 1895, $ 21 C2
lo
SCHOOL r.OOKS AM) SLPPLIKS.
Balance from last year, S 5 34
Appropriation, 1895, 1,000 00
Books and supplies sold, 4 19
DISBIUSEMENTS
8 1,009 o;5
Paid for school books and supplies, $1,009 52




Paid Mrs. Isabelle C. Kendall,
18
JANITORS.
Paid Isaac A. Varuey, high school building,
Edgar F. Twombly, Rochester Village,
Chas. W.Hoyt,
Sewell J. Cilley, Gonic,
. Joy W. Barker, East Rochester,
Willis E. Header, Meaderboro'
Ernest D. Chalmers, Adams Corner,
Forest Chalmers, "
John F. Estes, Dry Hill,
James Foss, "
Albert Roberts, AValnut Grove,
Mrs. Martha E. Jackson, Main Road.
James Grant, South Rochester,
Jqsie M. Howard, Jeuuess school,
Mrs. Lucy E. Berry, " "
Eddie Pickering, " "
Justin A. Emery, Neck "
Herman Dodge, " "
Mrs. Isabelle C. Kendall, Flagg "
James Daggett, "• "
Arthur C. Euckmau, Hodgdon "
Grace E. Rollins, " ''
Arthur H. Bickford, Waldron "
Mary E. Page, " "
Charles DoAvning, Rogers "
Maurice jNIcDuffee, " "
Harry C. Tebbetts, Chestnut Hills,
3G weeks, $660 00
6 00
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PaidChas. F. Roberts, 1 cord soft and ^ cord hard
wood, at Walnut Grove,
M. E. Jones, wood, at East Rochester,
Chas. W. Bradle}^ 58 tons and 1,980 pounds
Lehigh broken coal,
Chas. W. Bradle}', 3!) tons and 480 pounds egg
coal,
E. G. & E. Wallace, weighing coal in 1894 and
1895,
James Jackson, 3 cords hard and 1 cord soft
wood, at Main Road,
Thomas H. Evans, 1 cord pine wood, at
Meaderboro',
P21ias F. Smith, mone}^ paid for h cord slaks
and ^ cord stove wood, fitted, at Gonic,
Geo. F. Babb, 3 cords hard and 6 feet soft
wood, fitted, at Fkigg school,
Eddie Pickering, fitting cord wood, at Jenness
school.
REPAIRS.
Paid Holt & Morrison, labor and material repairing
piping at high school building,
W. B. Whitehouse & Co., for teams, to make
repairs on school buildings,
John F. Estes, repairs on Dry Hill school-
house.
Holt & Morrison, repairs on high school boiler,
O. D. Case & Co., for school furuitnre,
M. E. Sterett, carting school furniture,
F. H. Crocker, 6^ hours mason work, 3 hours
tender, and for mortar, etc.,
Bodge & Davis, lumber,
7
21
PaidN. Y. Silicate Book Slate Co., blackboard
paint, 8 00
M. E. Sterett, trucking seats and lumber to and
from Adams Corner school-house, 2 00
N. Frank Ho^'t, cai-penter work, etc., -'^ 04
Allen Twombly, 12M shingles and laying them, 48 00
Corson & Knox, lumber, 1'3 40
S. J. Cilley, repairs, 7 40
L. G. Cooper, repairs on stoves, funue! and
laboratory, 22 25
Holt & Morrison, labor and material repairing
boiler, 18 38
L. G. Cooper, labor and lead pipe in laboratory, 47 86
Stephen W. Brock, 3 days carpenter work, 6 7.")
Frank Grover, labor and material in piping
room at P^ast Rochester school-house, 7 85
I Horace C. Hanson, paint, painting, and setting-
glass, <"'0 17
Holt & Morrison, repairs, 50
Richard Vachau, mortar and mason work, 1 70
Plolmes Reed, I'i days, stone work, 3 75
John F. Quinlan, teams in 1895, to take car-
penters to work on school building at
distance, -3 00
F. E. Wallace & Co., window grate, glass,
shovel and hardware, ^ Oi)
F,H. Crocker, repairing boiler, 1 15
Rochester Lumber Co., for door and lumber, 20 52
Andrew Wilson, repairing slating, 5 58
F. 0. Richards, lumber, 1 10






Piiid Martha Glick, cleauiug school buildiugs, $ 4 50
Leopold Salinger, duster aud curtains, 1 46
J. Edgar McDuffee, for one-half of a piano, the
pupils of high school paying the other
one-half,
Paid Bausch & Lonib Optical Co., rei)airing
microscope,
Exeter Machine Co., set grates for steam
boiler,
F. I. Richards, clock and repairing clock,
Geo. H. Springfield, conveying children to
school,
F. E. Whitney, use of organ for Washington's
birthday observation,
Exeter Machine Co., 2 sections to East Roch-
ester boiler,
Courier Publishing Co., 1,.500 blanks ^vith
special ruling,
Hanscam & McDuffee, chair,
Courier Publishing Co., printing and binding-
record book, for use of high school,
0. D. Case & Co., teacher's table,
Frank H. Berry, printing.
Wilder 15. Neal, waste basket,
Chas. W. Hoyt, cleaning out 4 vaults,
Sewell J. Cilley, carpenter work, etc..
Smith &] White Manufacturing Co., for 152
packages paper,
F. 111. Whitney, filling out 14 diplomas,
Courier Publishing Co., for printing,
1. Salinger & Co., ribbon for diplomas,
John F. Qumlau, teams for carpenters, etc.,




Paid Chas.W. Iloyt, cleauin^; vaults at (Ionic and
Rochester Milage,
Worcester & (ireenliekl, chalk, drumsticks, etc.,
W. T. Leightou, moving piano,
American Book Co., business forms,
Silver, Burdett & Co., writing books.
Eagle Pencil Co., pens and penholders.
Thorp & IMartin Manufacturing Co., blanks.
Courier Publishing Co., printing,
Chas. H. Horton, rebinding 538 school books,
Mrs. Mary H. Hunt, for The School Physi-
ology, furnished to school teachers for one
year,
(leo. S. Perry & Co., 10 gallons ink.
Silver, Burdett & Co., G dozen copy books,
Ceorge S. Perry & Co., school supplies,
I. S. Buck, rubber stamps and supplies,
Lillian E. Parshley, inscribing titles on book
labels.
Courier Publishing Co., printing,
Geo. S. Perry & Co., crayons and paper,
Haven T. Nutter, painting,
John F. Quinlan, teams,
James Wentworth, work on high school sewer,
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies,
Frank H. Berry, printing.
Tiger Engine Co., rent of school room one year,
(reo. S. Perry & Co., waste baskets and dusters.
Courier Publishing Co., printing,
C. ^y. Hoyt and Thos. Davidson, leveling
grade,
J. H. Duntley, repairing chairs, etc.,
Geo. W. Cobb, brooms, gold dust, etc.,
Chas. W. Bailey, plumbing, labor and material,
5 10
Paid INIiltou school district, oue-tliiid of expcusc
repairs, fuel, jauitor, books, etc., at So.
^Milton school, 17 70
Fred L. Osgood, drnmuiiug one year at high
school building, G 00
Heniy Kimball, money paid for freight, cart-
age on school furniture and expressages on
books and supplies, for 1895, 4fi 52
Henry Kimball, money paid for speaker at
graduating exercises, painting blackboards,
car fare in quest of teachers, use of
settees, etc., 32 44
Leopold Salinger, 14 inch featlier duster, 1 00
Silver, Burdett & Co., 27 dozen copy books, 21 60
Potter & Putnam, erasers, 3 00
Frank H. Berry, 20 quires paper, ."> 00
Esterbrook Steel Pen Co., 25 gross pens, 9 50
Chas. ^X. riowe, laboratory supplies, 8 50
Smith & White Manufacturing Co., blank




ENLARGEMENT AND REPAIR OF EAST ROCHESTER
SCHOOL-HOUSE.
Paid Mills & Jones, labor, $ 113 00
I. Dana Hodgdou, 20 casks lime, 22 00
Portland & Rochester R. R., freight, 82 50
Frank H. Berr}', printing proposals, 1 50
0. P. Hobbs, lumber, 400 00
Portland & Rochester R. R., freight, 3G 60
1. Dana Hodgdon, 20 casks lime, 22 90
0. P. Hobbs, lumber, 394 61
Courier, proposals, 1 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on lumber, 6 30
Corson & Knox, lumber and window frames, 128,34
0. P. Hobbs, lumber, 20 60
Boston & Maine R. R., freight, 6 48
Victor E. Page, drawing lumber, 6 00
Geo. E. Greenfield, lumber, 44 67
Ira B. Moore, supplies, 43 36
F. E. Wallace & Co., supplies, 92 15
Frank Grover, tinning roof, 48 60
1. D. Hodgdon, lime and sand, 115 40
Geo. E. Greenfield, 1,555 feet pine, 27 91)
Elliott Brothers, brick, 395 40
Holt & Morrison, pipe, etc., 15 42
Henry C. Walker, trucking, 3 00
A. W. Richards & Co., lumber, 311 00
J. O. Hayes, trucking, 34 00
M. A. Rogers, painting, 187 00
Corson & Knox, lumber, 84 33
Rochester Lumber Co., 505 65
Henry Kimball, freiiiht on slate, 19 80
27
Paid F. W. Choate, 1,011 feet slate, less freight, 182 40
Gregg & Son', lumber, 52 96
Plumber's Trade Journal, advertising, ') 00
American Architect and building News,
advertising, 2 2i)
II. C. Walker, trucking, 3 25
Rochester Foundry & Machine Co., pipe, etc.. 12 00
J. II. Duntley, machine work, 4 20
John W. Dame, labor and lumber, 380 65
Pay rolls, carpenter and mason work, $2,168 01
Total expenditures, $5,978 38
2.S
SCHOOL BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
Paid William Ware & Co., books, $32 00
J. L. Hainmett, books, G 5G
Ameiicau Book Co., books, 15 52
William Ware & Co., books, 15 00
Uuiversity Publishiui^' Co., books, 7 50
American Book Co., books, 23 72
The Werner Co., books, 1) GO
Boston School Snpply Co., books, -S IG
Ginn & Co., books, 2.S GO
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books, 14 G2
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies, 15 93
Silver, Burdett & Co., books, 57 CO
D. C. Heath & Co., books, 12 50
AUyu & Bacon, books, 11 52
Ginn & Co., books, 50 45
E. Pt Stone, books, (! 50
J. L. Hammett, supplies, 5 ID
Chas. W. Howe, laboratory supplies, G 32
Silver, Burdett & Co., books, 24 00
Thompson, Brown & Co., books, IG 00
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn, books, • 17 00
D. Appleton & Co., books, 18 00
Franklin Educational Co., supplies, 33 43
Allyn & Bacon, books, 4 G7
Ginn & Co., books, 24 03
Mrs. Lillian B. Neal, song books furnished, 3 45
Thorpe & Martin Manufacturing Co., supplies, 7 2G
Ginn & Co., books, 14 G3
Smith & White Manufacturing Co., paper, 8 32
Houghton, IMifflin & Co., books, 12 24
Silver, Burdett & Co., books, 29 80
J. L. Hammett, supplies, 11 54
John E. Porter & Co., books, 4 30
Silver, Burdett & Co., books, 4 80
2!)
Paid Auiericau Book Co., books,
Allyu & Bacon, books
.1. L. Ilammett, supplies,
Republican Press Association, 2'J5 ^Memorial
Day exercises,
Ginu & Co., books.
Educational Publishing Co., books,
.•^imeriean Book Co.,
Frank H. Berry, 1,500 gummed book labels,
E. W. Pearson, books,
Ginu & Co., books,
Maynard Merrill & Co., books,
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn, books,
Allyu & Bacon, books,
The Werner Co., books,
J. L. Hammett, books,
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., l)ooks,
Ginu & Co., books,
American Book Co., books,
Heury Kimball, cash paid for supplies,
Ginu & Co., books,
Tke "Werner Co., books.
Educational Publishing Co., books,
American Book Co., books.
The Werner Co., books,
Ginn & Co., books.
Silver, Burdett & Co., books,
Mayuard Merrill & Co., books,
American Book Co., books,
Giuu & Co., books,
i 80
Graduating ExercisBs of Class of 1895
METHODIST CHURCH, JUNE 20.
PROGRAMME.
1. CHORUS, O Lord, Most Merciful,
The School.
2. PRAYER,
Rev. J. M. Adams.
3. PIANO SOLO, Selected,
Miss Bertha I. HoixiDox.
4. ADDRESS,
Rev. Chakles S. Murkland, Pli. D.,
President N. H. C. A. aud M. A.
0. VOCAL SOLO, Fleetiug Days,
Miss Dora Carleton Haley.
G. PRESENTATION OF DIPLOIMAS,
J. Frank Sfringkiell>, C. E.,
President of School Committee.
7. VOCAL DUET, Fly Away, Birdliug, Franz Abt.
Miss Alice Maude Otis,
Miss E. Bertha Ricker.




Words In' Fkank Epnvin Towi,e. Air, "Gentle Zephyr.
Classmates dear, we have gathered
Here, to-night, to bid adieu
To the joy of years departed
And the friends we love, so true
;
But Ave trust that by the wayside
We have scattered some true seeds.
Seeds, that, springing into life.
Will bear fruit in noble deeds.
Our high school days are ended.
But their lessons still remain.
To assist wliile life shall last,
—
May we their good retain.
And after we've departed.
In whate'er we gain success.
May we ever have in memory,
Happy days at R. H. S.
Our paths must now divide,
We each must go our way;
But the friendships that we formed
Shall live in memory many a day.
And, when life's walk is ended.
And no more our eyes shall see.
May we live on shores immortal.





















Lessons in Enulisli ?>G
English History ;^)(i
(iroeian History 12






Lessons in Eno-Ush.. . .116
Eiigiisli History 24 p]n<>li-li History




Lesions in English. 3()
24
12












(Jivil (Government. .IrS (


























Astronoinv ISJ Astronomy 18[(Treek (Anabasis) . .36
Geology . ." ISCGeologv . ". 18|Latin (Virgil) 36
French History 24
^
JLaiin ( Mrgil) 36








Arithmetic lieviewed. . 12
f]ng. (Jraniniar •• 12
()reogra])hy •• 12
Solid Geoinetrv. ... IS
^






Arithmetic IJevicwed. 12|Solid Geometry . . .is
Eng. (jtiannnar •• 12 Advanced Algebra, is






The number of recitations per week in each study will be
live, except that for the fu'st twelve weeks of the third year
there will be only two in English and three in physics.
Pupils pursuing French, Latin, or Greek required, through-
out their course in each, to translate English into that language.
Those intending to enter scientific or technicfil schools will
be allowed to omit such studies in the Classical Course as are not
necessary, and, instead, to take such work from either of the
other courses as may l)e needed to prepare them for such
schools.
Those of the Classical Course wishing to pursue both Greek
and French will be allowed to take French the last two years of
the course, instead of physics, solid geometry and advanced
algebra, or to take it as an extra stud}'.
Those in the Latin-Scientific Course desiring French must
take it as an extra study.
Usual rhetorical exercises weekly, each pupil to participate





SchoDls of the Gitu of Rochester.
CHAPTER 1.
UlLES OK THE SCHOOL BOARD.
Section J . Orgiinization.—Ou the Thursday evening next
after the second Wednesday of January, the school board shall
meet annually at seven and one-half o'clock for organization.
Sec. 2. The Officers of the board shall be a president,
secretary and supervisor, to lie elected annually by ballot and
major vote.
Sec. ."). Meetings.—Regular meetings of the board shall
be held ou the second Thursday evening of each month at
seven and one-half o'clock. Special meetings of the board
shall be called by the secretary, whenever he may deem it nec-
essary, or at the request of two or more members ; or, in the
absence or disability of the secretai-y, by the president in like
manner.
Sec. 4. Quorum.—X majority of the members shall con-
stitute a quorum.
Sec. 5. Rules.—Meetings shall be conducted, except
when special provision is made, in accordance with the usual
parliamentary rules.
Sec. G. The Duties of the President shall be to call the
members to order at the appointed time, and preside at all
meetings. In his absence a president pro tern, shall be elected.
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Sec. 7. The Duties of (he Secretary shall be to call special
meetings, as provided in Section 3, to keep a fair record of the
doings of the board in a book suitable for that purpose, in
which he shall enter all the proceedings in full, including all
important reports of committees, and also the names of the
members present at each meeting ; to conduct all necessary
correspondence of the board, and perform all other duties that
appropriately belong to the ofBce of secretary.
Sec. 8. He shall receive all formal applications for
position of teachers or other offices, place them on file for the
inspection of the board, and shall notify all school officers of
their election or appointment.
Sec. 0. He shall promptly inform teachers and janitors as
to what members of the board are charged with the several
duties of procuring fuel, making occasional repairs, etc. ; shall
see that school officers are supplied with copies of the last
revision of the rules and regulations, and promptly notify them
of any change made in them.
Sec. 10. The SiipervtHor shall seasonably furnish to the
otlicers of the state all the returns required by statute to be
made to them. He shall supervise the schools, examine teach-
ers, and report their qualifications to the board ; visit the schools
systematically, and direct the methods and details of instruction,
pointing out defects and suggesting remedies ; and shall give
special attention to schools taught by new and inelhcieut
teachers. He shall procure and keep each school supplied with
the authorized text books and supplies ; shall secure, as far as
possible, harmony and uniformity of work in all departments of
the same grade, and keep a scheme of the order of exercises in
all the schools. In conformity to Chapter 4 of these Eules and
Regulations, he shall examine scholars and assign them,
excepting such as are candidates for admission to the high
school, to the proper grades, and may direct the promotions to
be made ; and may degrade any who in his opinion are in a
grade more advanced than their qualifications should allow,
subject, however, to the approval of the board. But the quali-
fications of applicants for admission to the bigli school, by
promotion or otherwise, he shall report to the board. He shall
keep himself informed in regard to all improvements and
suggestions made upon the subject of school instruction, auil
recommend the adoption of such as he deems practical and
expedient. Subject to the approval of the board, he shall
prescribe the kouudaries of the different schools and see that
they are observed ; direct and assist the truant officer in his
duties, and try to improve the school attendance; and shall
cause these rules and regulations to be strictly observed, and
report to the board all violation or neglect of thexU. He shall
also each term collect and pay over to the city treasure)- the
tuitions of scholars residing beyond the limits of the city.
Sec. U. a Commitiee on School i<^//Ky»<v, consisting of
two members, shall be chosen annually, who shall meet at least
once in each month, and carefully examine and audit all accounts
and claims contracted or authorized by the school board, item-
ized and approved as provided in the following section, and, if
found correct and justly due, shall allow and pass the same to
the oity clerk. They shall make up certified pay-rolls of all
teachers at the close of every s'x weeks of school, and also in
like manner, pay-rolls of all janitors whose pay shall exceed
ten dollars per term, and of all others at the close of each term.
For the consideration of the city council they shall annually
make, and seasonably report to the board, a careful estimate of
the expenses of the schools for the ensuing year.
Sec. 12. Xo Account or Claim shs.ll be received or acted
upon by said committee unless each item thereof shall be spe-
cifically set forth, and unless the accuracy and justness of the
same shall be approved thereon by the officer or agent author-
ized to make the contract or cause the expenditure to be made.
Sec. 13. Special Dxfies of Memhers.—Members of the
board may be charged with the performance of other special
duties as occasion may require.
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Sec. 14. Election of School Officers.—Teachers of all
schools, and also the jauitors of the school buildings at Meader-
boro', Gouic, East Rochester and Rochester Village, shall be
elected annual!}' in July by ballots bearing the name of the
person voted for, and by a major vote of the board. But when-
ever for any reason there may be a delay in filling any position,
or whenever a vacancy shall occur after the annual election, it
may be filled at any time in the same manner.
Sec. 1'). On Prohation.—Any officer named in the last
section not holding at the time of his election a position of the
same grade as that to which he is elected, shall be on probation,
his services to expire at the close of any term of school, in case
his election is not confirmed for the balance of the official period
by a vote of the board.
Sec. 16. Tenure of Office.—All teachers shall hold their
positions until the next annual election, and the janitors named
for one year ending the first day of August after the next
annual election, except as provided in the last section, unless in
the meantime they are removed by the board. Teachers will
not be allowed to resign without giving at least one month's
notice, except for causes satisfactory to the board.
Sec. 17. Other janitors may be appointed by the board,
or by any authorized member at any time, and for such periods
as may be deemed expedient.
Sec. 18. No Snhstihite shall in any case occupy the place
of any teacher until the appi'oval of the board has been obtained
and the compensation determined. But whenever any tem-
porary indulgence or leave of absence may be desired, applica-
tion may first be made to the supervisor.
Sec. Vd.— The Animal Salaries of school officers shall be
determined at the time of their first election, and, if elected on
probation, their salaries shall not be subject to a change at
time of confirmation, and no salary shall at any time be changed
except by a majority vote of the entire board.
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CHAPTKR II.
1)UTIES OF TEACIIKKS AM) DISCIPLINE OK SCHOOLS.
Section 1. General Duties.—Teachers shall make teach-
iug their only regular business, and during term time shall not
instruct the pupils in other than the branches prescribed, nor
give instruction to private pupils without the consent of the
board first obtained. In graded schools they shall follow the
prescribed course of stud}'. They shall prepare themselves to
instruct their several classes faithfully, impartially and effec-
lively, according to the regulations prescribed by the board, and
Ihe provisions of the laws of the state; and in all subjects and
methods, in which it is possible, shall teach the reason with the
subject or method, and make every effort to develop the reason-
ing faculties of their pupils. They shall strive earnestly to
promots diligence, courtesy and obedience, and to inspire their
pupils with an enthusiasm for study.
Sec. 2. The Principal of the High School shall have the
management and control of not only the high school scholars,
but of all others in the building or about the premises, when
not in the rooms with their respective teachers. He shall also,
when his assistance is needed, attend to cases of discipline in
any part of the building. Other teachers will cheerfully
co-operate with him in the execution of his plans and wishes.
Sec. 3. Openiiirj of School.'i.—The schools shall be opened
punctually at the appointed time, and the morning exercises
shall begin with the reading of a selection of the Scripture. It
is recommended that this leading l)e followed by some
devotional exercise.
Sec. 4. Order of Exercises.—Every teacher shall prepare
and keep an order of exercises in the school room, where it ma}'^
be seen by the scholars and visitors.
Sec. t). Physical E.vercises.—There shall be short calis-
thenic exercises as often as once each session in all except the
high school, and teachers, especially those of the lower grades,
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shall endeavor to i-elieve their pupils by a variety of exercises,
chauge of position and the like, as far as can be done without
interfering with the school work.
Sec. 0. Di.sci2>line.—Teachers shall aim by precept and
example to improve the manners and morals of their pupils.
Thej shall exercise the same authority over them during recesses
and on the premises as in the school room ; shall avoid corporal
punishment in all cases where good order can be preserved by
milder means, and when inflicted they are to preserve their self-
control, and refrain from exhibiting anger or impatience.
Sec. 7. Sasjjensioii and Expvhioh.—The priuci[»al in the
high school building, or a teacher in any building or room, may
suspend from school a scholar of any grade excepting 1, II and
III, for violent or obstinate resistance to authority or gross
misconduct, but he shall immediately report the case to the
supervisor and to the parents or guardians of the scholar.
When the conduct, example or general influence of a scholar
becomes very injurious, and his reformation appears "hopeless,
or he manifests a determined disregard of the rules and good
order of the school, he may be expelled by the board. Any
scholar suspended, on giving evidence of amendment, may be
restored by the supervisor, otherwise the case shall be reported
to the board for its action. Any scholar expelled may be
I'eadmitted on probation, and on ample proof of reformation
may be restored by vote of the board.
Sec. <S. SchoJars Leavinr/ Under Ceusiiyc.—Teachers shsiW
give immediate notice to the supervisor whenever a scholai* shall
leave under censure, and such pupil shall not be permitted to
attend any public school in the city except by his order.
Sec. ',). Core of School Mooins (Utd Premises.—Teachers
shall be in their respective school rooms at least fifteen minutes
before the opening of each session to admit pupils, suppress
boisterous or disorderly conduct, and see that no school build-
ing, room or property is damaged or defaced ; that the school
rooms are clean, and that entries, yards and outbuildings are
kept in good condition, and in executing the last requirement
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they moy command the services of the janitors. They shall
also see that the windows of their respective rooms and entries
are fastened, and the doors locked, at the close of the exercises
of each session of school. Dnring intermission as few pupils
as j)0ssible shall be allowed to remain in school buildings ; and
iu the high school building these shall occupy only such rooms
as the principal sh:dl assign them, each sex being restricted to a
sejiarate room. Teachers shall make such rules as are necessary
and reasonable for good order and neatness on the school
premises.
Skc. 10. Teachers shall keep the doors leading to the
basements of the school-houses on Maple street. School street,
and at Meaderboro' locked, and allow no pupil, excepting such
as may be acting as janitors, to enter these basements unless by
special permission.
Sec. 11. Liability for Damages.—Teachers shall beheld
responsible for the school property entrusted to their care, but
all injury done to it b}' any scholar shall be paid for by the
parent or guardian.
Sfx'. 12. Profanity^ Indecent Writing and Willful Dam-
age.—Any pupil who shall, on or near the school premises, use
or write any profane or indecent language, draw or exhibit any
obscene picture or representation, or shall willfully damage or
deface any school property, shall be liable to expulsion and
prosecution.
Sec. 13. The Use of Tobacco in any form and games of
chance, on or near the school premises, are strictly prohibited.
Sec 14. Ventilation and Temperature.—Teachers shall
be extremely careful that their rooms be properly ventilated,
that the temperature is kept as near as possible to (58 degrees
Fahrenheit, and that children are not allowed to sit in a draft
of air.
Sec. 15. School Registers.—Teachers shall fill up and
return their school registers in strict conformity to the direc-
tions contained iu them, except wheu otherwise directed, and
(•20)
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shall also keep for their use and for that of the supervisor, an
accurate list, giving the full name, age and grade of each pupil,
and the name of the street upon which he resides.
CHAPTER III.
THE SCHOOL YEAR, SCHOOL HOURS, HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS.
Section 1. Tlie School Year shall begin the Monday
nearest the first day of September, and shall consist of thirty-
six weeks, and be divided into three terms. The fall term shall
commence at the beginning of the school year, and continue
until the close of the sixteenth week thereafter, omitting, how-
ever, the week in which the Rochester Agricultural and ]Mechan-
ical Fair is held, and also the Friday next foUowing Thanksgiv-
ing day ; the winter term on the Monday following a vacation
of two weeks, and continue nine weeks ; and the spring term on
the first IMonday of April and continue twelve weeks.
Sec. 2. HoUdai/s.—Every Saturda}^, Fast day, Thanks-
giving day. Decoration day and the twentj^-second day of Feb-
ruary shall be allowed as holidays, and also Arbor day, if~
observed in the manner intended by statute. Teachers may close
their schools one day each term to visit othe*.' schools, provided
the selection of the day and of the schools to be visited shall be
approved by the supervisor. Other holidays will be granted
only by vote or consent of a majority of the board, obtained by
some member thereof.
Sec. 3. School Sessions.—There shall be tAvo daily ses-
sions of all the schools. The forenoon session shall begin at
8.45 o'clock and continue three hours ; tlie afternoon session for
all schools in Rochester Village and East Rochester sliall com-
mence at l.oO o'clock and continue two hours; the schools at
Gonic shall commence at 1.15 o'clock and continue three hours
for the grammar and intermediate grades, and two hours for the
primary grades, and other schools at one o'clock and continue
three hours.
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Sec. -i. Recesses.—E\'ery school shall have a recess of
twect}^ minutes each session, with the exception of the schools
in the high school building, where there shall be no recess in the
afternoon. In no case shall a i)U[)il be wholly (U'|Mive(l of a
recess as a punishment.
CHAPTER IV.
AD.^IISSION, I'KDMGXrOX, EXAMINATION AND ATTENDANCE
Section 1. Infectious Diseases.—No scholar or teacher
shall be allowed to attend school from any house in which small
pox, varioloid, scarlet fever, measles or diphtheria prevail ; and
no scholar or teacher known to have been exposed to these dis-
eases shall attend school until all danger from them is passed ;
and no one who has been atHicted with any of them shall be
])ermitted to enter school until convalescence is complete.
When an_v pupil shall be afllicted with any of these diseases, the
teacher shall promptly report the fact to the supervisor.
Sec. 2. Scholars liesidlng Beyond the Limits of the City
may l)e permitted to attend its schools, except in cases where
such attendance would crowd any school beyond its accommo-
dations. When so permitted, they shall pay tuition at or before
the middle of each term, as follows : In the high school six, in
the live higher grades of other schools four, and in all other
grades three dollars a term.
Sec. 'i. BoiDularies.—-Teachers shall receive or retain in
their schools only those scholars whose residences are within
the prescribed boundaries of their respective schools, except by
consent of the board. Parents or guardians may, in case of
their removal from the prescribed l)oundaries of any one school
to those of another, continue their children in the school they
are attending till the end of the term. No scholar, however,
shall be received from one school into another without the
approval of the supervisor, or without a certificate of transfer
from the teacher whose school he leaves, stating the name, age.
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grade, standing and reason for the transfer, and the teacher
receiving such scholar shall immediately acknowledge the receipt
of the certificate.
Sec. 4. Adniission. — Children, if residing within tiie
boundaries of the school, and qualified to enter some one of the
classes, shall be admitted to the lowest grade of school at any
time without a certificate, except such as may be required by
the provisions of the last section, but if unable to read they
shall be admitted only at the beginning or middle of the term.
A scholar may be admitted to other grades by promotion, as
provided in the following sections, 7 and 8, or, if he has not
been a member of a lower grade during tlie preceding term,
then, after due examination, by a certificate stating the grade
which the scholar is (|ualified to enter, signed, if to the high
school, by the full board, otherwise b}^ the supervisor. No
child under five years of age shall be admitted to any school.
Sec. 5. Written Examinations s\\a\\ be given in all classes
of the high school and in grade TX of the otiier schools, at the
middle and close of each term, sutticieutly severe to test the
pupils knowledge of the work since the last previous examina-
tion, and a copy of the questions used shall be returned to the
supervisor when requested.
Sec. C. Ranking.—On these examinations, and likewise
on the daily work, scholars are to be ranked, and a unit of the
rank on each examination shall have one-half the rate of a unit
of the average rank on the daily work during the time covered
by the examination. In determining each scholar's average
rank, two units on a ranking scale of one hundred shall be
deducted for every instance of disobedience or improper con-
duct. A record of each pupil's rank in each subject, and also
his average rank, shall be kept by the teacher in a suitable
book, which shall at all times be open to the inspection of the
board.
Sec. 7. Promotions^ Etc—Scholars whose rank in each
subject of the work in the preceding year shall not fall below
55 per cent., and not below 65 per cent, on the entire work
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after deductions for disobedience and improper conduct, shall
be promoted one grade annually at the beoinninii; of the fall
term. Scholars whoso rank shall at any time fall below the
standard reiiuired for promotion, may be put into the next
lower grade, unless in the judgment of the board extenuating
circumstances may justify a longer retention in his grade.
Sec. 8. Scholars in all other grades shall be promoted or
degraded as the supervisor may deem advisable, subject, how-
ever, to a revision by the board.
Sec. 9. Advanced Standing.—No scholar admitted to
advanced standing in the high school shall be permitted to com-
pete for class honors, unless he joins his class as early as the
commencement of the second year, and is critically examined
and ranked on the previous work of the class or its equivalent.
Sec. 10. MontJdij Report.^ of the deportment of each
pupil in the grades named in Section 5, also of his rank in each
subject and his average rank, shall, whenever deemed advisable,
be sent to the parent or guardian, together with a notice, first,
that the scholar's deportment is unsatisfactory and asking for
an interview; second, that the scholar's lessons are not satisfac-
torily prepared, and requesting the co-operation of the parent
or guardian.
Sec. 11. » Excused Absence.—-Legitimate causes for ab-
sence from school are sickness, domestic affliction, danger of
serious or imprudent exposure of health, necessary absence
from town, and no others. Absence from such causes shall not
affect the standing of any scholar, provided a written excuse or
personal explanation from his parent or guardian is seasonably
furnished, when deemed necessar}', and the scholar passes
within a reasonable time a satisfactory examination in the
studies pursued during his absence.
Sec. 12. Unexcused Absence., Tardiness., Leaving ScJiool
Before Close of Term.—Tardiness shall be considered equiva-
lent to one-fourth of a day's absence ; and any scholar in any
but the three lowest grades of school whose absence and tardiness
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shall amount to seven days in any term, or who shall have left
school before the close of a term, shall cease to be a member of
the school, and shall be re -admitted only by the written consent
of the supervisor, on condition of making up within a reasonable
time the lessons lost. Scholars who are absent one-fourth
of the time in any term may be put into the next lower grade.
Skc I'd. LeavitKj School DariiKj a Session.—No scholar,
except in the two lowest grades of school, shall be allowed to
leave the schoo! during a session or before the dismissal of the
school, unless on account of sickness or some pressing emer-
gency of which the teacher is to judge ; and a written or per-
sonal request from the parent or guardian shall be recpiired when
the necessity is not evident.
Sec. 14. TriKHicii.—Teachers shall report the names and
residences of all truants and those suspected of truancy,
together with the names of their parents or guardians, to the
truant otHcer as eaily as practicable, by mail or otherwise.
They shall keep a record of the names of all truants, which
shall be open at all times to the inspection of the members of
the board and of the truant otllcer.
CHAPTEK \'.
«
TKXT nooKS AM) >Tri)IKS.
Section 1. Courses of Stml>j.—The high school has three
courses of study, each covering a period of four years, and
denominated English (with French), Latin-Scientific, and Clas-
sical, as at present arranged, subject to such modifications as
the board shall direct. The course for the other schools shall
be divided into nine grades, each grade including an average
year's work, and designated by Roman numerals from I to IX,
beginning with the lowest, the number corresponding with the
year in the school.
Sec. 2. Selecting Courses.—Pupils will be expected to
decide when they enter the high school which of the courses
thev will pursue, and will not be permitted to change aftei' the
cominencemeut of the second year.
Sec. :]. Graduation.—Scholars who have completed any
of the high school courses, and have at the time the rank
required for the annual promotions, will lie allowed to graduate,
and be awarded suitable diplomas.
Sec. 4. Change of Text Bools and Studies.—No char.ge
shall be made in the high school coui'ses of stud}^ or in the text
books used in the schools, and no new text books introduced,
exceijt by a major vote of the board at a regular meeting,
notice thereof having been given at a previous meeting. But
no vote in relation to any change or introduction of text books
shall be taken while any school book agent is present at the
meeting or known to be in the city.
Sec a. Care of Books. School books and supplies fur-
nished by the city shall be charged to and in care of the teachers,
and at the end of eacii term they shall take an accurate account
of them, and ixiake a report thereof to the supervisor. They
shall loan them to their pupils, and see that they are carefully
used, and not nu^rked, defaced or injured. Pupils shall be
required to replace or pay for such as they lose or injure. AH
reading books, pens, pen-holders, and also such slates, pencils
and other books as pupils do not ordinarily need to take home
for stud}', shall remain in the school rooms, and pupils shall
there have them in their possession only while they absolutely'
need to use them, and after each instance of such use they shall
be retui'ued to the possession of the teacher,. Such books and
supplies as pupils are allowed to take from the school rooms
shall be charged to them (the books being first numbered) l)y
the teachers loaning them in record books provided for the
purpose, in which shall also be noted the time and their condition
when loaned ; and at the close of each term, or on leaving
school, pupils shall be required to return all such books to the
teachers.
Sec. G. In Books Bdongimj to the City shall be written or
printed the phrase, "The Property of the City of Rochester,
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N. H.," together with the rules to be observed in their care and
use.
Sec. 7. Books for Reference ou\y shaW also be numbered,
and when in the possession of pupils shall be charged to them.
Scholars shall be encouraged and directed to use, but not
permitted to take them from the school buildings, except by
Special permission of the teachers, and then not allowed to
retain them longer than the beginning of the next school
session.
Sec. 8. Text Books and Supplies Needed.—Whenever a
school is not sufficiently furnished with text books and supplies
the teacher shall report the fact to the supervisor in writing,
specifying the books and supplies needed.
CHAPTER VI.
TKAININC. SCHOOE.
Section 1 . The Main-street school of Rochester Village
shall be a training school, one of the objects of which shall be
to fit teachers for the work of organizing, governing and
teaching efficiently in the public schools.
Sec. 2. The corps of teachers shall consist of a principal,
an assistant, and not more than six pupil teachers.
Sec. 3. The principal and assistant shall possess good
administrative abilities, be expert teachers and well versed in
normal school work and methods.
Sec. 4. Upon them shall devolve the two-fold responsi-
bility of conducting a school of about two hundred pupils of
the first six years of school life, divided into six grades, and of
giving to the pupil teachers a thirty-six weeks course of study
in normal training, and forty-eight weeks of actual teaching
under their direction.
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Sec. T). They shall instruct the pupil teachers :
1. lu school orgauizatiou and management.
2. In school discipline aud hygiene.
o. In the history of education and the geuei'al principles
of pedagogics.
4. In methods of teaching the different l)ranches of the
common school curriculum.
Sec. 0. The pupil teachers shall be appointed by the
school board upon such examination as shall be deemed advisa-
ble ; but no person shall be eligible to such appointment who is
uot a graduate of a full four years course in the Rochester High
School, or of a school of equal standing.
Sec. 7. They shall be divided into two divisions of not
more than three members each, to be known as Senior aud
Junior classes, those who have served in tie sckool twenty-four
weeks to compose the Senior, aud the others the Junior class.
The first entering class shall begin their course at the com-
mencement of the school year of 1893, and an additional class
at the beginning of each successive twenty-fifth school week
thereafter.
Sec. 8. Pupil teachers for the lirst twelve weeks of the
course shall serve without pay, for the next twenty-four weeks
each shall receive seventy-five cents, and for the last twelve
weeks one dollar for each day's service ; but when any pupil
teacher shall be' assigned to substitute duties she shall receive
four-fifths as much as the usual pay of the position in which she
substitutes.
St;c. 9. The supervisor, if it is deemed necessary, may,
when vacancies exist in the corps of pupil teachers, employ as
substitutes in such vacancies either graduates of the school at
the pay of five dollars per week, or young ladies without pay
who are eligible to appointment as pupil teachers aud who




but the supervisor shall report all substitutes thus employed to
the next meeting of the school board for their approval.
Sec. 10. Under the direction of the principal and assist-
ant the pupil teachers shall have full power to enforce discipline.
Sec 1 1 . Whenever, in the judgment of the principal and
supervisor, any pupil teacher shows manifest disqualifications
for the work of an instructor, they may notify her that her
services are no longer needed.
Sec 12. Pupil teachers who, in the opinion of the super-
visor and principal, have satisfactorily completed the course
prescribed, shall be granted certificates of graduation, signed
by the president and secretary of the school board, and by the
supervisor and principal of the school.
Sec. 18. All substitutes in the regular schools shall be
taken, when practicable, first from unassigned graduates of this
school, second from pupil teachers who have been trained at
least twenty-four weeks ; but no pupil teacher who has been
trained less than thirty-six weeks shall substitute more than
three weeks in any one term.
Sec 14. In procuring teachers for any grade of school,
except the high, the school board will confine their selections to
graduates of this or similar training schools, to graduates of
normal schools, and to teachers with a successful experience
equivalent in length of time and attainments in school work to
the prescribed course and requirements of this training school,
except in rare instances, when the interests of the schools may
seem to demand a departure from this rule.
Sec. 15. The training school shall also be subject to the
provisions of the other chapters of these Rules and Regulations




Section 1. \'ocal music shall be taken as a regular study
in such schools as shall be desiguated by the school board.
Sec. 2. The music period shall l)e twenty minutes each
day in each room.
Sec. o. Before the second Monday in each term, the
supervisors of music shall submit to the supervisor of schools a
schedule of the music periods in the several rooms.
Sec. 4. She shall visit each of the several rooms as often
a^ her duties will i)ermit.
Sec. o. She shall, while in each of the several rooms,
have complete charge of the same, and ever^'^ teacher is expected
to aid and assist in any way that she may direct.
Sec. G. She shall call special meetings of the teachers for
the purpose of instruction.
Sec. 7. No pupil will be excused from the study of vocal
music, unless permission is obtained from the supervisor of
music and the supervisor of schools.
Sec. 8. Each teacher will conduct the exercise in music
at the daily music period assigned to her room, under the gen-
eral direction of the supervisor of music.
Sec. 1). Each teacher shall record in the school register
each visit of the supervisor of music, and she shall make to the





Section. 1. Janitors of all schools are to have charge of
all rooms in the school building, and of all school yai'ds and
outljuildings, and shall keep them in good condition.
Sec. 2. They shall keep all necessary paths in the yard
free from snow and ice, sprinkle the steps and walks with sand
when slippery, examine all outbuildings daily, and keep them
in perfectly good order, promptly report all nuisances or
defacements committed in them to the teachers, with the names
of those they may detect in, or suspect of, committing the same,
and shall unlock them in the morning and lock them at night,
before and after each school day. They shall sweep every
school room as often as every alternate school day, and the hall
and passageways as often, at least, and ofteuer, if necessary, to
keep them in a neat condition, and shall dust all furniture each
morning "before the opening of the school session. They shall
have each school room properly warmed at least thirty minutes
before each school session, and shall seasonably notify the
member of the school board charged with the duty of furnishing
fuel, when any material for making or kindling fires, or other
supplies necessary to the performance of their duty are wanted.
They shall wind and regulate the clocks, and when not present
themselves they shall, at all times, except during the session of
the school or presence of the teachers, keep the windows
fastened and the doors locked, and, except at the high school
building, allow^ no one to enter any school building in the
absence of the teachers.
Sec. 3. The Janitor of the High School Buildimj shall
perform such of the duties prescribed in the tAvo previous sec-
tions as are not inapplicable to his school building and premises.
During each term of school he shall devote his whole time to his
o3
duties as jauitor, except tliat he may also perform the duties of
truaut officer, if appointed to that office by the school board,
and paid by the city; shall at all times keep the premises in a
neat and orderly condition, and during vacations shall have the
care and oversight of them and see that no damage is done. He
shall thoroughly cleanse all rooms, halls, passageways and all
windows as often as twice each year.
Sec. -i. He shall be present half an hour before the
beginning of the morning session of schools, during recesses,
the entire intermission, and twenty minutes after the close of
the afternoon sessions ; shall co-operate with the teacher in the
maintenance of good order about the premises ; assist in the
supervision of pupils during recesses, and while forming to
march in and out of the building ; shall, during intermissions,
have charge of all pupils allowed to remain in the building,
restrict them to the rooms assigned them by the principal,
suppress all boisterous or disorderly conduct, see tkat they do
not damage or deface the building, or otherwise violate the
school regulations ; and shall allow no pupils to enter the
building in the absence of their teachers. He shall report to
the principal each day for such services as may be required of
him.
• Sec. o. Repairs.—He shall make such repairs as he
conveniently can, such as setting glass and the like. All other
needed repairs, all damages and nuisances, he shall report to
the school board.
Sec. 6. The Janitors of the E((M Rochester and of the
High School Buildings shall keep their school buildings properly
supplied with water, and shut it off at the beginning of each
vacation. They shall give their personal attention to the





Section 1. It shall be the duty of all the school otlicers
to aeciuaiut themselves and the scholars thoroughly with the
school regulations, aud withiu their respective jurisdictions to
enforce them.
Sec. 2. These rules and regulations, or any part of them,
may be repealed, amended, or additions made thereto by a
major vote of the board, notice thereof having been given at a
previous meeting.
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